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Courts' safety being reviewed
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
Courthouse security has
become increasingly important
in the wake of violence against
judges. bailiffs and other court
workers across the nation. Now,
Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum and Circuit Court Clerk
Linda Avery are reviewing security procedures to ensure safety
at the county's Judicial Center.
Six new deputies are now in
training through next week
learning security procedures
necessary to protect court personnel and proceedings as well
as legal offices located at the
North Fourth Street complex.
Marcum said Wednesday that
officials from the Kentucky
Administrative Office of the
Court also traveled to Murray
Tuesday to review personnel,
equipment and procedures to
ensure they meet state guidelines.
"They came down (Tuesday)
to take a look at general security
— how people are entering the
building and stuff like that —
just to make sure it's how they
wanted it done," Marcum said.
"They went over the x-ray
machine and all that with us.
They also took our (security
planning and procedures) manual and looked at it and said
'there is no need for us to come
in here and recreate the wheel.
You've done what you need to
Marcum said the department
has written its own manual for
courthouse security tailored to
specifically fit the Murray facility. "We ciune up with some different ones; over what the state
requires," he said. "We took the
basic manual that the AOC had
and enhanced that to fit our

TOM BERRY/edger & Times
Sheriff's Deputy Brant Shutt, nght, examines metallic items placed in a basket by visitors to the
Calloway County Judicial Center Wednesday afternoon as a precaution to ensure security and
safety at the North Fourth Street complex. This week, six new Calloway County sheriff's
deputies will undergo training in various aspects of courtroom security and safety to serve as
bailiffs.
facilities. That's what they're
going over this week."
According to an Associated
Press report in November, the
U.S. House of Representatives
set aside $40 million to upgrade
courthouse security and has recommended longer sentences for
those found guilty of attacks on
judges, prosecutors and other

By ERIC WALKER
Editor
You know what they say about the U.S.
Post Office: about the snow and hail and
gloom of night. Let's go ahead and add fourday weekends to that, too.
Postal workers across the country were
back on their routes delivering mail, bills,
checks and packages Wednesday after a long
holiday weekend that included closure for
New Year's Day on Monday and a national
day of mourning for President Gerald Ford
that closed all federal offices on Tuesday.
Factor in the extra day out of the office
with heavy Christmas and holiday mail and
the workload that loomed for local postal
workers and carriers was a large one. But in
true postal spirit, nothing was going to keep
them from their appointed rounds.
"I was concerned," admitted Barbara
Bucy, postmaster at Kirksey's Post Office.
"But it went real smooth. Our carrier got on
his regular route and left at the regular
time."
That route, according to Bucy. constitutes
175 miles and spreads into neighboring
Marshall and Graves counties.
Some postal workers either came in early
Wednesday or even Tuesday on their extra
day off to prepare for the big day back at
work. Glenn Cole said about seven additional people were called in to help at Murray's
Post Office.
"It was a pretty hectic day," Cole, the
customer
service
supervisor,
said
Wednesday afternoon. "I can't recall three
days — a Sunday, holiday and day of
mourning — before."
It was an unusual circumstance. Post
offices were closed for Sunday and then for
Monday to celebrate New Year's Day. But
following the death of President Ford last
week. President Bush called for all federal
offices to be closed on Tuesday for a nation-
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Former MSU
student is killed
in Iraq fighting
Staff Report
A former Murray State University student was killed
Thursday in Iraq while set-% mg in the U.S. Marine Reserves
Lance Cpl. William Spencer of Paris. Tenn.. reportedly was
killed Dec. 28 while conducting combat operations in Anbar
pros ince, according to the American Forces Information
Service. Also killed were Cpl. Christopher E. Esckelson and
Lance Cpl. Nicholas A. Miller. both of Michigan.
A former resident of Milford, Ohio, Spencer, 20, was a 2004
graduate of Henry County (Tenn.) High School and Attended
MSU. according to reports in The Paris Post-Intelitgencer and
The Cincinnati Post. He was assigned to Marine Forces
Reserves 3rd Battalion. 24th Marine Regiment. 4th Marine
Division, in Nashville, Tenn
The report in the Paris newspaper and on Cincinnati TV station WCPO's Web site stated Spencer enlisted in the Marine
Reserve in order to pay for his education at Murray State.
His parents reportedly now reside in Ohio and also has two
brothers and two sisters.
The Post article attributes a military official stating that an
improvised explosive devise (IED) struck and killed Spencer
while he, two other Marines and a soldier were conducting
combat operations.

court workers and their families
as well as the possible intimidation of informants or threats to
prisoners.
'The bill passed through the
House on a 375-45 vote. The
Senate has yet to take action on
the bill. handing over the reins
of Congress to Democrats today
Episodes of such violence

spanned the past year. In
February. 2006. a man angry
about being sued for unpaid
child support opened fire with
an AK-47 assault rifle outside
the courthouse in Tyler. Texas,
killing his ex-wife and a
bystander. The same month.

•See Page 2A

Postal workers back on the roads,
streets with plenty of mail to deliver
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GREG TRAYISa..eoger & Times
Business at the Murray Post Office returned to a steady pace today following several weeks of heavy holiday traffic, including a very busy Wednesday following a
four-day weekend. Pictured above, postal clerk Claude Rice assists Gola
Robertson with her mail.
al day of mourning.
In Kentucky, state, county and city
offices remained open Tuesday.
The result, though, was a lot of mail to be
delivered. But that didn't just include the
accumulated mail from a holiday weekend.
It also included the normal mail volume at
the beginning of the month

"The first of January is always busy."
said New Concord Postmaster Ron Hubbard
Jr.. who noted mail traffic of tax booklets for
2007. sweepstakes mailings and even seed
catalogs to go along with first-of-the-month
bills and Social Security checks.

See Page 2A

New seat belt
law in effect
in Kentucky
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
Buckling up really is the law.
Last year the General
Assembly created the state's
primary seat belt law, allowing
police officers to cite anyone
not wearing the safety restraint
without witnessing any other
violations. Previously, officers
could only cite drivers and passengers for not wearing seat
belts if the vehicle was stopped
for another reason.
The new law went into effect
in July, but there was a statemandated warning period until
Jan. 1. Now that the new year is
here, so is the full effect of the
law.
Each citation will cost $25
but won't go on drivers'
records. Unlike other traffic violations, no court costs are associated with being cited for not
wearing a seat belt.
Seat belt usage among U.S.
adults averages 82 percent for
front-seat occupants, but in
Kentucky that rate is only 67
percent. according to information from the Governor's
Highway Safety Program.
That's the third-lowest rate
ahead of Mississippi and
Massachusetts. More specifically, seat belt usage is less on
Kentucky's,rural roads (54 percent) compared to interstates
(78 percent), according to the
Governor's Highway Safety
Program.
Keith Todd, public information officer for the state
Department
of Highways
Districts One and iNivo, attributed a decrease in vehicle-related fatalities statewide to the
attention on the benefits of
wearing seat belts during the
discussion about the hill that
later became the new law
The 2006 fatality rate was
907 — or 78 incidents below
the 985 total deaths the previous
year, according to the information Todd provided. That number isn't final because some
agencies are still submitting
reports.

"Based on the experienced of
neighboring states, we believe
the highway death toll for 2007
will be reduced by about a hundred for the year," Todd said in
a release. "Hundreds of other
motonsts and passengers are
expected to avoid serious
injuries in 2007 by simply taking time to buckle up."
The year-end number also is
the first time the count has
dropped since 1999, according
to a release from the Kentucky.
Transportation Cabinet.
"The single most important
thing we can do to protect ourselves and be safe in a vehicle is
to buckle our seat belts."
Transportation
Cabinet
Secretary Bill Nighben said in
the release. "As we begin a
brand new year. this is an excellent time to make the commitment to buckle up. It is a decision that could determine
whether you live or die in a serious crash."
The release from the
Transportation Cabinet also
touts the other benefits of the
state's new scat belt law, which
is expected to save 62 lives per
year and leave 388 fewer incapacitation spinal cord and traumatic brain injuries, according
to research from the University
of Kentucky's Transportation
Center and from the Kentucky
Institute of Medicine.
Also, 1.051 few non-incapacitating injunes from crashes
involving passenger vehicles
and light trucks are expected in
light of the new law.
An economic impact also is
expected with $409 million in
savings to Kentucky's Medicaid
budget over 10 years. including
$2.2 million the first year and
$585 annually for long-term
medical care, according to the
research. Considering lost life
years and productivity, the state
also will save $324 million in
comprehensive costs
In addition to the seat belt
law, two other safety initiatives

•See Page 2A
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Mysterious metallic rock crashes
through house, puzzles police

Policelogs
Kentucky State Police
• In December, troopers opened 97 criminal cases. made 204
arrests; investigated 84 collisions, including four fatalities;
received 752 calls for service; and made 50 dnving under the
influence arrests throughout the Post One area, which covers 11
counties including Calloway. In 2006, 61 people were killed in
collisions in the area. Of those who died, 28 were not wearing a
seat belt and 10 involved motorcycles. The same number of people died in collisions in the Post One area in 2005. Statewide in
2006, 907 people died, compared to 985 in 2005.
Murray Police Department
• Officers responded to Fred's Dollar Store at 2:35 a.m. Tuesday
to investigate a burglary after the back door was open.
• A non-injury hit-and-run crash was reported at Kwik Cash at
2 10 p.m. Tuesday.
• A theft was reported at 303 S. Sixth St. at 6122 p.m. Tuesday.
-- Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

FREEHOLD TOWNSHIP,
N.J. (AP) — Authorities were
trying to identify a mysterious
metallic object that crashed
through the roof of a house in
eastern New Jersey.
Nobody was injured when
the golf-ball sized object,
weighing nearly as much as a
can of soup, struck the home
cind embedded itself in a wall
Tuesday night. Federal officials
sent to the scene said it was not
from an aircraft.
The rough-surfaced object,
with a metallic glint, was displayed Wednesday by police.
"There's some great interest
in what we have here," said Lt.
Robert Brightman. "It's rather
unusual. I haven't seen anything
like it in my career."
He said he hoped to have the
object identified within 72
hours, but declined to name the
other agencies whose help he
has enlisted.
Approximately 20 to 50
rock-like objects fall every day
over the entire planet, said
Carlton Pryor, a professor of
astronomy
at
Rutgers
University.
"It's not all that uncommon
to have rocks rain down from
heaven," said Pryor, who had
not seen the object that struck
the Monmouth County home.
'Ptese are usually rocky or a
mixture of rock and metal."
Pryor said laboratory tests
would have to be conducted to
determine if the object was a
meteorite.
Police received a call
Wednesday morning that the
metal object had punched a hole
in the roof of the single-family,
two-story home, damaged tiles

•Courts' safety ...
Marcum said the department
will also be working with the
U.S. District Judge Joan circuit clerk's office on security
Humphrey Letkow of Chicago and emergency measures in the
arrived home from work to find event of a fire of other crisis that
her husband and mother shot to might involve safety and potendeath by a man upset by her tial evacuation of the building.
decision to dismiss his medical Avery's office is in charge of
malpractice case. In March, producing ID tags that allow
rape defendant Brian Nichols access in secure areas of the
killed four people during a ram- facility.
"We've been over talking
page that started in a courthouse
with our new clerk .., about
in Atlanta, Ga.
Marcum said he is concerned what she expects of us and what
with the possibility that similar we need to do as far as picking
incidents could happen any- our paperwork up and doing
where and deputies under train- that in a timely manner so they
ing will be prepared to deal with can get those filed and get the
any eventuality as much as pos- warrants out to us and the civil
sible. They will also learn the papers," Marcum said.
A new computer is expected
operation of the metal detector
and x-ray machine that every- to be installed soon that will
one and everything entering the allow deputies to have access to
courthouse must pass through. warrant files.
"The sheriff provides securiThe screening is intended to
weapons, explosive ty for the building and the cirkeep
devices and any other contra- cuit clerk has been designated to
do all of the official badges that
band out of the courthouse.
They will also learn the most gets people in and out of the
efficient operation and use of security system,- Avery said.
monitors that observe court- "I'll be working with Sheriff
rooms and other areas of the Marcum and Mr. Nixon to get
facility. A few changes in proce- those badges out and to help
dure to ensure the safety of pris- smooth the transition with all
oners brought into court for the new people coming in."
Avery has set a tentative date
hearings and trial are also a part
of Feb.I by which she will
of the plan.
Deputy Cindy Trenholm, a extend the circuit clerk's office
department veteran who is hours; a move that will requite
assisting Sheriff's Major Larry additional hours of security at
Nixon with the training, said the the courthouse and manpower
deputies would also perform from the sheriffs department.
"I've talked with Sheriff
less threatening, but necessary
duties, such as familiarization Marcum and as soon as we get
with the facility and its various everybody trained we are probaoffices so they can be ready to bly going to open the clerk's
answer questions or assist visi- office at 7:30 in the morning for
tors about where they need to go driver's license and fine payto conduct courthouse business. ment and then we'll stay open
'They'll learn where all the until 6 at night," she said.
various offices are, where the "What they will do and what we
bathrooms are and things like will do is stagger our people so
that, as well as their duties in the that nobody works overtime. It
courtroom," she said before won't cost the taxpayers any
going to circuit court to learn more money, but will give them
the room's layout and their additional service."
duties, such as where to stand.

From Front

•New seat
From Front
are in place following last year's
legislative session:
—Graduated drivers license:
Teens applying for a driver's
license in Kentucky are now
required to drive with a permit
for six months before being able
to take the test to get a license,
according to information Todd
provided.
For the first six months with
a driver's license teens face
restrictions on the hours they

AP

object is held by Freehold Township Police Lt. Robert Bnghtman dunng a news conference in Freehold Township, N.J., Wednesday. No one was injured when the Object crashed
through the roof of a Freehold Township home Tuesday and authorities have not identified the
object.
A Metal

on a bathroom floor, and then
bounced, sticking into a wall.
The object was heavier than a
usual metal object of its size,
said Brightman, who added that
no radioactivity was detected.
Brightman would not disclose the address of the house or
the names of the people who
lived there, citing the family's
desire to not talk to the media.
He would only say that the couple and their adult son live in a
township housing development.

drive and the number of passengers they can carry.
—Quick clearance: If two
vehicles are involved in a collision and there are no injuries,
motorists are required to pull
their vehicles off the roadway
and call police, according to
information about the law that
Todd said started in July. This
reduces the amount of time
roadways are blocked and greatly reduces the possibility of secondary crashes while motorists
are waiting for police to arrive

GOLDEN POND, Ky. — The USDA Forest Service will be
holding discussion and planning sessions at local public
libraries in communities surrounding LBL.
These sessions, led by Jamie Bennett, LBL Heritage Program
Manager, will provide an opportunity for former residents and
interested local community members to learn about the LBL
Heritage Program and help identify goals and tasks in an informal setting.
Four discussion and planning sessions will be held in the
counties surrounding LBL during January and February. The
first discussion and planning session will be held Saturday, Jan.
13, from 10 a.m.-noon at the Trigg County Public Library in
Cadiz.
Please contact Bennett at (270) 924-2015 or at
jwbennett@fsied.us for additional information, to arrange a
more convenient time or place to meet, or to answer questions
or concerns.
Land Between The Lakes is managed by the USDA Forest
Service, in partnership with "Friends of LBL," to provide public lands outdoor recreation and environmental education.

•Postal workers ...

GRAND OPENING
WELCOME SPECIAL

From Front
Another postmaster said it was "like Christmas all over again."
Hubbard said workers came in Tuesday to prepare for
Wednesday's deliveries.
"The trucks ran anyway (Tuesday), so two of our carriers came
in. They sorted the mail so it would get out on time," he said."And
a lady who helps on Saturdays came in to help (Wednesday).
"It's been busy," Hubbard added,"but we all came together."
Let's just be glad it didn't snow or hail, too.
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part," she said. "I can't speak
beyond that as to what it might
In the neighborhood later in
the day, residents chatted wall
each other in the streets about
the fallen object, but none said
they knew which house had
been hit.
Robert Nalven, 55, said nothing this exciting had happened
in the six years he's lived in the
development."I'm happy it didn't hit my house," he said.

Oil prices fall,
LBL provides
opportunities to
but thermometer
help build program doesn't so far

••

Murray's Leading Provider of Laser Hair Removal

Brightman said one man who
lives at the home found the
object at about 9 p.m. Tuesday
after returning from work and
hearing from his mother that
something had crashed through
the roof a few hours earlier.
Aviation
Federal
The
Administration, which sent
investigators to the town, did
not know where the object came
from, said spokeswoman Arlene
Murray.
-It's definitely not an aircraft

LEUER&TIMES

By The Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — Crude
oil prices opened the new year
by plunging 4.5 percent on
Wednesday, as persistent mild
weather in the United States led
traders to bet on lagging
demand for heating fuels.
Light, sweet crude for
February delivery on the New
York Mercantile Exchange fell
$2.73 from Friday's settlement
price to a six-week low of
$58.32 a barrel. It was the
biggest one-day drop since Aug.
17, 2005, when crude fell $2.83
to settle at $63.25 a barrel.
The Nymex trading floor had
been closed Monday for New
Year's Day and again on
Tuesday for memorial services
for former U.S. President
Gerald Ford.
Temperatures in New York
City were in the 50s on
Wednesday, and are expected to
surpass 60 degrees over the
weekend. Forecasters are saying
the warmer-than-normal temperatures in the Northeast
United States — the biggest
heating oil-consuming region —
will continue through January.
"That's goinelo put heating
oil distributors around the country in pretty bad shape," said
Mike Fitzpatrick, a vice president for energy risk management at Fimat USA.
With the new drop, prices are
starting to near the levels
reached late in 2006: "If those
are breached, they can fall a
long way," Fitzpatrick said.
On Nov. 17, the crude contract had closed at $55.81 a barrel, the lowest settlement since
June 15, 2005.
Crude hasn't settled above
$64 a barrel since September in
what's become an increasingly
weather-driven market: Oil
surged to $70 a barrel for the
first time in 2005 as Hurricane
Katrina ravaged the Gulf Coast,
broke above $78 a barrel in July
2006 on fears of another bad
storm season, and then sank to
$60 a barrel when those expectations weren't met.
The front-month crude contract finished 2006 at $61.05 a
barrel — a penny above where it
ended 2005.
Last week. the U.S. government reported that total crudebased products supplied over
the previous four weeks, which
include gasoline, jet fuel, distillates. propane, and other fuels,
were slightly below where they
were a year ago. indicating

Oil price falls
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lower demand.
This year's mild winter has
arrived against a backdrop of
ample global crude inventories,
slowing economic growth in the
United Swett- and a production
spurt from non-OPEC countries.
The selling in the energy
market is also being driven by a
cooling off in the conunoditiei
boom, said Tim Evans, energy
analyst at Citigroup Global
Markets.
"You do have weather as one
element in the story, but it also
just looks like there is a broadet
flow of selling around the cornmodity world today," Evan*
said, pointing to corresponding
drops in metals and grains
prices Wednesday. "It's a pretty
consistent picture that investors
just don't want to own commodities at the moment."
Analysts are split on whether
crude prices will stay below the
2006 average of about $66 a
barrel or rise to new heights this
year. Arguments for the latter
forecast include ballooning
energy demand in some parts of
the world, including China;
threats of production cuts by tht
Organization of Petroleunt
Exporting Countries; and ongoing political turmoil in oil-producing regions, such as Nigeria
and the Middle East.
It was unclear if the sharp
decline will mark the beginning
of a long-term downtrend, tit
merely short-term weakness;
Evans said prices have the
potential to rebound, given that
at this time last year oil surged
amid wonies about violence if!
Nigeria and Iran's nuclear capal
bilities.
"Both of those situations are
somewhat more critical today
than they were a year ago,"
Evans said.
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Ky. lawmakers consider
ban on horse slaughter
Hungry enough to
FRANKFORT. Ky
horse?
Don't try it in Kentucky. home to the world's
best known horse race
Legislation pending in the General Assembly
would make it illegal for horses to be slaughtered
in the state or to be transported elsewhere to be cut
into steaks
"We're not going to tolerate this in the horse
capital of the world." said state Sen. Torn Buford,
R-Nicholass ille
Buford said he decided to take up the fight after
a similar initiative, pushed by U.S. Rep. Ed
Whitfield, R-Ky.. failed in Washington last year.
And advocates for protecting horses are heralding
the move in Kentucky. where there are an estimated 320,0(X) horses.
"It's making a statement. a very powerful statement," said Jerry Finch, president of the Texasbased Habitat for Horses, which will be part of a
coalition that will push again for the federal law
this year.

Cal a

Coalfield lawmakers urge
review of mine safety laws
AP
HIGH-FIVES ALL AROUND!: House Speaker Jody Richards, D-Bowling Green, is congratulated by House members after being re-elected to his post in Frankfort, Ky..
Wednesday.

Mongiardo, 46, to wed girlfriend, 21
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
1AP) — State Sen. Daniel
Mongiardo. who is running for lieutenant governor this year, is engaged to
marry his girlfriend of
three years.
No wedding date had
been set for Mongiardo
and Allison Patrick. 21. of
Frankfort.

Mongiardo, a 46-yearold surgeon from Hazard.
is running for lieutenant
governor on a Democratic
ticket with former Lt.
Gov. Steve Beshear. He
has served in the Senate
since 2002.
Patrick is working
toward a degree in comat
the
munications

University of Kentucky.
"Our ages is not a problem for us." Mongiardo
said Tuesday."My mother
was 17 when she married
my father, who was his
30s, and their marriage
worked just fine.It will be the first marriage for both.
Dionsiordo

New lawsuit filed in Kentucky Comair crash
KANSAS CITY. Kan. (AP) - The parents of
two horse enthusiasts from Kansas who died in a
plane crash in Kentucky last summer have sued
Comair and Delta Air Lines.
The wrongful-death lawsuits were filed in U.S.
District Court in Kansas City, Kan.,on Tuesday by
the families of 16-year-old Paige Winters and her
• 26-year-old riding teacher, Thomas Fahey. The
suits — filed by Kevin and Constance Fahey and

Kevin and Joan Winters _ cite negligence, recklessness and/or carelessness by Delta and its subsidiary, Comair.
Paige Winters and Thomas Fahey were in
Kentucky to find a new horse for the girl, a junior
at Shawnee Mission East High School.
They were among 49 people killed when the
Comair flight went down on Aug. 27 in
Lexington. Ky.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Coalfield lawmakers are urging a review of the state's new mine
safety laws to determine if they're adequate to prevent another 20.16, the deadliest year in recent history for miners in Kentucky.
Sixteen coal miners were killed on the job.
"The legislation we passed last year WAS a positive step forward, but there are still some things
that need to be re-evaluated," said state Sen. Ray
Jones, D-Pikeville.
Jones, one of the architects of a mine safety bill
passed last year, said he wants the General
Assembly to consider requiring underground rescue chambers where miners could go for sanctuary
in the event of explosions or other catastrophes.
The sanctuaries would have caches of oxygen,
water and food to keep miners alive until rescue
crews could reach them.
State Rep. Brent N'onts, D-Greenville, said he
plans to introduce legislation that would double
the number of state inspections performed each
year in underground coal mines in an effort to end
the long string of workplace fatalities.

Acquisition of Mar for
$2.1 billion completed
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Kentucky-based
Columbia Entertainment said it completed its
acquisition of Aztar Corp., owner of the Tropicana
casino-hotels in Las Vegas and Atlantic City. N.J.,
on Wednesday for $2.1 billion.

NKU negotiating for dorms
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS. Ky tATh - Northern
Kentucky Utuversity is negotiating to buy a one
time nursing home so it can turn the facility ini.
student housing. school officials said.
If purchased. the Lakeside Heights Nursing
('enter would be converted into a dorm tor up tk
460 students, including 200 by the fall. university
spokesman Chris Cole said.
Cole said the school would save 18 million h
$10 million by converung the building rather than
constructing a new one.
Northern Kentucky University has 1,390 beds
on campus, but 20 students had to spend the first
two weeks of the tall semester in hotels. while 25
others were housed as the third-person in two-per
son rooms, said Matthew Brown, director of uni
verstty housing. Another 300 students were turned
away altogether, he said.
"As admission standards have gone up. we are
seeing more and more students who MC picking
NKU as the college of choice and they want the
full college expenence."
A new dorm would alley late crowding for
about two years, before more new housing would
need to be found. Brown said.
State legislators from northern Kentucky were
uying to get $20 million in funding to NKU for
the purchase and other projects.
Lakeside Heights Nursing Center closed in
Apnl as state investigators probed allegations of
neglect and abuse.
A new nursing home operator plans to use
Lakeside Heights' license to open a home in
Campbell County. The state issued a license to
Tower Holdings LLC for 286 nursing beds.
Rosemary Weathers, a spokeswoman for Towel
Holdings. said the potential purchase means a new
nursing home might be built.
"We are looking at all the options,- Weathers
said. "We knew there were other people interested
in the property."
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FORUM
Support shown for
minimum wage goals
By DARLENE
SUPER VILLE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON k AP) —
Two of the Democrats' top
goals -- a higher minimum
wage and federal funding of
embryonic stem cell research
— enjoy broad public support as the party takes control of Congress for the first
time in a dozen years.
An overwhelming majority
also supports making it easier for people to buy prescription drugs from other
countries.
But the jury is out on
incoming House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi. Most people
say they do not know
enough yet to have an opinion of the California Democrat who will be the first
woman in that office, an
Associated Press-AOL News
poll found.
The survey results come
as the 110th Congress is set
to convene at noon Thursday,
with Democrats eager to
keep their promises to pass
several pieces of legislation
in the first 100 hours of
business, including the minimum wage increase and stem
cell research funding. Voters,
exasperated by investigations
into the ethics of GOP lawmakers and unhappy with the
situation in Iraq, toppled
Republican majorities in the
House and Senate last
November.
Democrats will hold a
233-202 edge in the House
and will control the Senate
by 51-49.
A boost to the $5.15-anhour federal minimum wage
would be the first since
1997. Democratic leaders
have proposed raising it in
stages to $7.25 an hour.
President Bush has said he
supports the idea, along with
help for small businesses.
Fully 80 percent of survey
respondents favor an
increase, too.
Support is strongest
among Democrats, 91 percent, while 65 percent of
Republicans back the idea.
Women, men without college
degrees and single women
all are especially likely to
favor a minimum wage hike.
Nearly seven of 10 adults,
69 percent, favor the government taking steps to make it
easier for people to buy prescription drugs from other
countries, where some medicines cost significantly less
than in the U.S.
Importing prescription
drugs to the United States is
illegal, but the Food and
Drug Administration generally
does not bar individuals from
bringing in small amounts
for personal use. At the
same time, the government
has estimated that buying
drugs from other countries
would do little to influence
what they cost at home.

-1 POLL

Minimum wage tops
list of concerns
An AP-AOL News poll shows that
a maionty of adults favors an
increase in the minimum wage

Do you favor or oppose an
increase in the minimum wage?
Favor

80°.

Oppose

18

NOTE1 Poll of 1,004 Boots taken
Dec. 19-21, 2006, margin of error ± 3
percentage points. "don't know and
-not sure" were omitted
AP

Some 56 percent of adults
support easing restrictions on
using federal money to pay
for research on embryonic
stem cells. Supporters say
such research could lead to
treatments for everything
from Parkinson's disease to
spinal cord injuries. Bush
and other opponents say the
embryos from which the
cells are extracted are human
lives that should not be
destroyed in the name of
science.
Bush kept a promise in
2001 when he limited federally funded research to lines
of embryonic stem cells that
had been created by that
time. Last summer, he used
the first veto of his presidency to reject a bill that
would have directed more
federal dollars toward embryonic stem cell research.
Democrats have pledged
to reverse that outcome, setting up a possible veto
showdown with the president.
Achieving the Democrats'
goals could help Pelosi raise
her public profile.
She is the first woman to
lead a party caucus in either
house of Congress — she
was elected leader of the
House Democrats in 2002 —
and now will be the first
female speaker, second in
line to succeed the president.
Yet as much as the 10term congresswoman has
been in the news over the
years and, more recently,
since the Democratic election
rout on Nov. 7, people say
they just don't know her.
More than five in 10
adults, 55 percent, don't
know enough yet about
Pelosi to have an opinion of
her. Those with opinions to
share were split, with 22
percent viewing her favorably
and 22 percent unfavorably.
The telephone survey of
1,004 adults was conducted
Dec. 19-21 by Ipsos, an
international public opinion
research company. The margin of sampling error was
plus or minus 3 percentage
points.
AP Manager of News Surveys Trevor Tompson and AP
News Survey Specialist Dennis Junius contributed to this
report.

A breakthrough for women in politics
WASHINGTON (AP) —
It shouldn't be surprising
that it took more than 200
years for Congress to select
a female speaker of the
House. The United States
isn't exactly at the forefront
when it comes to women in
politics.
Women make up a larger
share of the national legislature in 79 other countries,
including China, Cuba, North
Korea and Vietnam, according to the Inter-Parliamentary
Union, an association of
national legislatures. The
U.S. even trails a couple of
fledgling democracies:
Afghanistan and Iraq.
"When my colleagues
elect me as speaker on Jan.
4, we will not just break
through a glass ceiling, we
will break through a marble
ceiling," said Rep. Nancy
Pelosi, who is set to lead
the House when the Democrats take over. "In more than
200 years of history, there
was an established pecking
order — and I cut in line."
There were 22 women in
the House when Pelosi was
first elected to her California
district in 1987. There will
be a record 71 female representatives when she takes
over as speaker, giving
women 16 percent of the
seats.
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"The biggest obstacle
women candidates face is not
about gender, it's about the
lack of opportunity," said
Ellen R. Malcolm, president
of EMILY's List, which
helps Democratic women
who favor abortion tights get
elected to public office.
"Ninety-eight percent of
incumbents who run for reelection are re-elected in
most years. ... The bottom
line is there are very few
opportunities."
Once women decide to
run for office, they are just
as successful as men, according to experts who study the
issue. However, women are
much less likely to run.
One big reason is child
care. Women are much more
likely than men to be
responsible for child care,
and that doesn't always fit
into the usually chaotic
schedule of a member of
Congress.
"All these women, even if
they are extremely qualified,
they are still so much
involved in their family life
they couldn't even consider
running for office," said
Richard Fox, professor of

WASHINGTON TODAY
By Stephen Ohlemacher

AP
In this file photo from Tuesday, House Democratic Leader
Rep. Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., fires up fellow Democrats at an
election night rally at the Hyatt Regency Hotel near the Capitol
in Washington.
be the best state legislator
political science at Union
that Nebraska has ever
College in New York.
seen," said Debbie Walsh,
Fox did an extensive survey of women in professions director of the Center for
American Women and Polithat produce many lawmaktics at Rutgers University.
ers: education, business and
"Men don't need to be
the law. He worked on the
asked."
study with Jennifer Lawless,
Rep. Jeanette Rankin, Ran assistant political science
Mont., was the first woman
professor at Brown University who ran for Congress this elected to Congress, in 1916,
four years before the 19th
year, losing the Democratic
Amendment gave women the
primary in Rhode Island to
right to vote (women could
incumbent Rep. James
already vote in Montana).
Langevin.
Before 1970, more than
Among their conclusions:
40 percent of the women in
=Women are less likely
than men to be asked to run Congress gained office by
succeeding their dead husfor office by party leaders
bands. Since then, fewer than
and other officials.
10 percent have followed
—When women are asked
their husbands, according to
to run, they are just as likedata collected by Dennis
ly as men to do it.
Simon, a political science
—Women are more likely
professor at Southern
than men to think they are
Methodist University.
unqualified to serve, even
The number of women in
when they have the same
Congress has grown slowly,
qualifications as male candiwith the biggest jump comdates.
in 1992. the "Year of
ing
"A man can wake up one
the Woman," when it nearly
morning, look in the mirror
doubled, to 54.
and say, 'By God. I would

Pelosi, 66, grew up in
politics as the daughter and
sister of Baltimore mayors.
But she waited until her
youngest daughter was in
high school before she ran
for Congress, a path followed by many women.
Women are, on average,
older than men when they
are first elected to Congress,
giving them less time to rise
in leadership, which is based
largely on seniority.
Lena Saradnik was elected
in November to the Arizona
State Legislature for the first
time at age 59. She said it
would have been tough to
run for political office while
her daughter, now 30. was
still young.
Saradnik, a Democrat
from Tucson, said she could
see herself joining Pelosi in
Congress some day, but she's
realistic about her prospects.
"If I were younger, 1
would probably say, absolutely," Saradnik said.
Saradnik said she decided
to run for office after being
approached by a local Democratic official. She was
helped by a training program
called Emerge America,
which teaches public speaking, fundraising and media
skills to female Democrats.
Republicans have a similar
programs called the Excellence in Public Service
Series.
Marya Stark, executive
director of Emerge America.
predicted that more women
will be inspired to run for
office with Pelosi serving as
speaker and Sen. Hillary
Rodham Clinton, D-N.Y.,
being a potential candidate
for president.
Pelosi embraces her role
as the first female speaker,
but she wants to be judged
by the same standards as the
51 men who came before
her.
"I have always asked my
colleagues to judge me by
the quality of my leadership
and the results we achieve
together, not as the first
woman," Pelosi said.
But, she added: "Becoming the first woman speaker
Will send a message to
young girls and women
across the country that anything is possible for them,
that women can achieve
power, wield power and
breathe the air at that altitude. As the first woman
speaker of the House. I will
work to make certain that I
will not be the last."
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John NM
John Hill, 68, Cherry Corner Road, Murray, died Wednesday.
Jan. 3, 2007. at 1050 p.m. at his home. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Joan C. Jones
Mrs. Joan C. Jones, 80, Murray, died Tuesday, Jan. 2, 2007, at
Spring Creek Health Care
A homemaker, she attended Scotts Grove Baptist Church. Her
husband. James U. Jones. and two brothers, Vernon Cohoon and
John Cohoon, all preceded her in death. Born Nov. 14. 1926. in
Calloway County. she was the daughter of the late Euckley Cohoon
and Siddie Outland Cahoon.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Shirley Beane and husband.
Lennis, and one son, Jimmy Dan Jones and wife, Debbie, all of
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Barbara Copeland, Michigan; one grand.0n. Chris Jones and wife, Dawn, Myrtle Beach, S.C.
A graveside service will be Friday at 10 a.m. at the Murray City
Cemetery. Rev. Danny Holt will officiate. Visitation will be at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Thursday)

Mrs. Edith C. Thomas
Mrs. Edith C. Thomas, 90, Mayfield, formerly of Fancy Farm,
died Tuesday. Jan. 2, 2007. at Mills Manor Health & Rehab Center,
Mayfield.
A member of St. Jerome Catholic Church, Fancy Farm, she was
a retired seamstress of Curler Clothing Company, Mayfield.
Her husband, Joseph P. Thomas: one sister, Iness Courtney; and
one brother, Clyde Gibson, all preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late Leonard Gibson and Rachael Adkins Gibson.
Survivors include four daughters. Mrs. Jo Ann Aucter and husband, Clifi, Hartford, Conn.. Mrs. Peggy Riley and husband, Robert,
Mayfield. Mrs. Angela Thomas and husband. Steve Horwood.
Murray. and Miss Teresa Thomas, Nashville, Tenn.; three sons,
Liiddie Thomas and wife, Judy, Mayfield, Robert Thomas and wife.
Teresa. Lancaster, and Fred Thomas and wife, Joy. Louisville; one
,ister, Mrs. Glenda Gibson Crandall, Biloxi, Miss.: II grandchildren: nine great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. at St. Jerome Catholic
Church. Rev. Dave Johnson will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be grandsons Randy Thomas, Steven
Thomas, Chris Thomas. Mason Thomas, Warren Thomas, Josh
Riley. David Riley. Tyler Harper and Colin Horwood. Honorary
pallbearers will be granddaughters Lea Ann Hobbs and Rain
Thomas. Burial will follow in the St. Jerome Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Brown Funeral Home. Mayfield, from 5 to 8
p.m. today (Thursday). Prayers will be said at 7 tonight at the funeral home. Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Vincent De
Paul Society or St. Jerome Cemetery Fund. P.O. Box 38. Fancy
Farm. Ky., 42039.
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Student arrested in Washington high
school shooting that left one dead
TACOMA, Wash. (AP) Some students who heard the
gunshots or saw the victim
crumple to the floor didn't
believe what was happening was
real. The saearrung teachers and
streaks of blood on the lockers
quickly convinced them it was.
The shooting, which happened just before the first pcnod
bell rang on the day classes
resumed after the holiday bteak,
sent students scrambling as 17year-old Samnang Kok lay
dying in a hallway. The shooter
bolted out a set of double doors
About two hours later
Wednesday. police arrested felDouglas
student
low
Chanthabouly, 18, a few blocks
away from Henry Foss High
School. He was booked for
investigation of first-degree
murder.
The shooter and victim knew
each other but detectives did not
immediately know a motive,
Tacoma Police Chief Donald
Ramsdell said. He said the
arrested boy was cooperative.
-Today we lost a nice young
person in a Tacoma public
school in an act of senseless vioAP
lence," Ramsdell said. He
and family at
friends
of
company
the
son
in
his
Kok
Samnang
of
loss
forth
the
mourns
Kok
vowed to work with the school
district to "prevent this type of his eastside Tacoma. Wash., home. Wednesday Samnang Kok was shot to death in a high
school hallway Wednesday as classes were about to resume after the winter break. and police
situation in the future."
Police said Chanthabouly had arrested a fellow student found wandering a neighborhood a few blocks away. authorities said.
no criminal record. He was
1Nvo 15-year-old sopho- school called police to say that
expected to make an initial court
hew
Malcolm Clark and Josh someone matching the suspect's
mores.
not
was
It
Thursday.
&mod
s,
appearance
Wilber, said they witnessed the description was in the area.
immediately known if he had
shooting and were questioned Officers arrested him without
obtained a lawyer.
incident.
by police.
Sheriff's Detective Ed Troyer
The school was locked down
"He got shot - bang - and
said the teen was on suicide
the shooting. Classes were
after
the
of
said
Clark
fell,"
just
he
in
common
is
watch, which
shooter and the victim. -He just canceled tor the rest of the day
high-profile cases. Police said
froze and he fell backwards into and students sent home about an
the shooting was not believed to
hour later.
the lockers."
be gang related or racially motiGov. Chns Gregoire said the
Other students "were like,
vated.
was further es nience
shooting
he's
going
'Nah,
He's
playing.
"I
When the shooting began,
to get up," Wilber said. "And that the state needs to complete
was 20 feet away." said the
then the teachers started yelling its school mapping program. an
school's principal, Don Herbert.
effort to provide emergency
in the classroom!"
'Get
-The only thing I could have
Kok died of three shots at responders with up-to-date •
done was taken the shot instead.
point-blank range. He was the information about school lay-• •
But it happened very fast."
father of an I8-month old son. outs and evacuation mutes.
An armed school resource
AP
SOURCE E SRI
All of the state's high schools
Makhai Kok. with his girlfriend,
officer was on the scene within
been - mapped: 725 of
have
else
one
No
16.
Three
Johnson,
Taylor.
Tiari
Chris
Detective
seconds of the shooting and
radioed police for help as teach- teams of about six officers, each was hurt in the 7:30 a.m. shoot- Washington's public elementary
and Junior high schools have yet
ers herded students into class- armed with rifles, swept the ing.
About two hours later, a to be. she said.
rooms and the gymnasium. said school to ensure the gunman had
neighbor a few blocks from the
left.

New Orleans logs five murders in 14 hours
bringing total to six since New Year's Day
NEW ORLEANS (AP) Days after the police chief said
he believed his department was
bringing murders under control
in New Orleans, the city logged
at least five killings in 14 hours.
They brought the 2007 total
to six, including one on New
Year's Day.
Three of the latest killings
were Wednesday, and two were
early today.
At a New Year's Day news
Superintendent
conference,
Warren Riley said homicides in
the city had spiked in April. May
and July, and he believed new
initiatives have brought the
problem under control in recent
months.
Police spokeswoman Bambi
Hall said Tuesday that, after 19
killings in October and another
19 in November. December's
total had been 15.
There were 161 murders in
the city in 2006.
AP
FORD SALUTE: Soldiers at Fort Knox, Ky., fire a 21gun Howitzer salute in honor of former President Gerald
Ford, Wednesday.
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The homicides Wednesday
and Thursday all were shootings. In addition, police were
investigating the death of a
woman whose body showed
trauma but whose death had not
been classified.
According to police:
Shortly after 12:30 a.m., a
call about gunshots brought officers to an alley in the Central
City neighborhood where they
found a man's body. He had
been shot several times. A handgun lay nearby.
At 5:30 a.m. Thursday, a
woman was killed on North
Rampart Street. No details were
available.
At 7 p.m. on Wednesday, also
in the Central City area, a 19year-old man died after he was
shot several times about.
About 3:45 p.m. Wednesday,
Louisiana National Guard soldiers found a man's body in a
remote grassy area in the Desire
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neighborhood. He had been shot
in the head, police said.
And about 3:30 p.m.
Wednesday, an unidentified man
who appeared to he in his 20s
was shot in the head, in the MidCity neighborhood.
The unclassified death was

that of a woman whose body
was found wrapped an a rug in
the Lower Ninth Ward. Police
said her body showed evidence
of trauma, and was not decomposed. Neighborhood residents
found the body about II :45
a.m., police said.
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Istwooputios“.
MSU student elected
as Kentucky Education
Association delegate

COMMUNITY

C.

Jennifer Jatczak. a Murray
State University student, was
recently elected as a delegate
to the Kentucky Education
Association parent body meeting to be held in Louisville,
on April 11-13.
She will join 12 other student program members at the
parent body assembly.
Delegates were nominated
and then voted on by those
attending the fall conference.
Thirty-six students were nominated and 13 were selected

MSU Athletic Hall of Fame
banquet scheduled on Jan. 19

through the voting process.
Jatczak is the only student delegate from Murray State.
The parent body consists of
the current active teachers. They
help support the student program through budgeting and
carrying out ideas.
The next KEA president and
other officers will be elected
at the parent meeting.
Jatczak is the daughter of
Ted and Bev Jatczak of Hopkinsville. She is a senior majoring in elementary education.

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen

Community
Editor

Land Between the
Lakes plans programs
WATCH awards
for coming week

Photo provided

Pictured at the WATCH Center special auction were, from left,
back row, Austin Williams, Jamie Williams, Tim Williams, front
row, Olivia Williams and Rhonda Williams.

GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Land Between the Lakes has
activities planned for the coming week.
The Homeplace, Nature Station and Golden Pond Planetarium are open daily. Admission is ages 13 and up, $3;
ages 5-12, $2; and ages 4 and
under free with family.
Elk and Bison Prairie is
open daily. Admission is $3
per car.
Special events will be "A
Day with the Eagles Van Tour"
at Nature Station from 9 a..
to noon and 1 to 4 p.m. Sat-

urday and from 1 to 4 p.m.
Sunday.
The tour will include some
of LBL's eagle viewing hot
spots on this staff-led trip. The
guides will share tips on how
to spot eagles in the wild and
then zoom in with spotting
scopes for a closer look. Participants are asked to dress
for the weather as moderate
walking is required.
full
and
Reservations
deposits of ssisn are required
by calling 1-270-924-2020.
For more information call
toll free at 1-800-LBL-7077.

auctioned UK basketball
representative
WATCH
Jamie Williams turned over a
University of Kentucky basketball signed by UK basketball coach Tubby Smith to the
auction
winners,
Austin
Williams and Tim Williams,
held at the WATCH Center in
Murray.
The ball was donated to
WATCH by Rep. Melvin Henley. Proceeds from the auction
were $1,000 for WATCH (Work
Activities Training Center for
the Handicapped) for their program operation.

Tim Williams of Cape
Girardeau, Mo., is human
resource director of Noranda
Aluminum, Inc., in New
Madrid, Mo. Also present were
Austin and Olivia Williams
who attend Alma Schrader Elementary School in Cape
Rhonda
and
Girardeau.
Williams, office manager at Fastenal, Cape Girardeau.
For more information about
WATCH and its activities, call
Peggy Williams, director. at
759-1965, ext. 100.

MFA Program of Creative Writing
Subscribe will host Winter Reading Series
Today!
LEEIGER& TIMES
270-753-1916

Murray State University's
MFA Program in Creative Writing will host its Winter Reading Series starting Friday and
continuing through Jan. 12.
Nancy Reisman. author of
two novels and a collection of
short stories, will provide the

first reading of the series on
Friday. Reisman received the
Samuel Goldberg & Sons Prize
for Jewish Fiction for her novel,
The First Desire (Pantheon,
2004)and won both an 0. Heruis
award and the Raymond Carver Short Story Award for her

NALK
EFURNITURE

FURNITURE YOUR WAY
If you're thinking of redecorating
visit us for great ideas and
outstanding savings on custom
furniture dunng our sale

SPECIAL SAVINGS

on select
custom sofas, loveseats, chairs
and sectionals Over 500 style
choices and 1.000 fabncs and
leathersl CUSTOM TAILORED
and delivered in just 35 days

design your sofa

with our interactive catalog at www.norwalkfurniture.com

LuLd's ACCESSORIES
cn%
Home Trends Gallery
Downtown Murray

103 South Third Street
753-3621
Monday-Friday 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.- 2 p.m.

The Murray State University Athletic
Hall of Fame banquet will be Friday, Jan.
19. The reservation deadline is Monday.
Being inducted this year are Dennis
Jackson, football and track (1960-191104);
Gary Stephens, rifle (1984-1988); TIM
Wretlund, men's tennis (1985, 1987-19119);
Jill Doty, women's track & volleyball (19081993); Ronald (PaPeye) JoneS, men's basketball (1989-1992); and Jessica Wkiman•
women's golf (1996-2000).
For reservations contact Crystal Morrow, administrative assistant, department
of athletics, MSU, at 809-3746.

Court of Honor Saturday

Justin Bearsby of Boy Scout Troop 77 will have his Eagle
Scout Court of Honor on Saturday at 2 p.m. at First Christian Church, North Fifth Street, Murray, where as a pan of his
Eagle Scout rank requirements, completed an Eagle project.
Bearsby is a senior at Calloway County High School and is
the son of Kevin and Lorraine Bearsby. The public is invited
to attend the court of honor.

USSF Soccer official clinic scheduled
Anyone interested in becoming a soccer official, the first
USSF Soccer clinic will be tonight (Thursday) from 6 to 9
p.m. Other clinics scheduled will be Friday and Saturday from
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. These will be held at Expo Indoor at Mayfield. For registration information contact Andrew Gullixson,
1-270-227-1518.

Special open house on Friday
Open house demonstration and registration by Kinder Musik,
children's music improvement class will be Friday from 5 to
7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. The public is invited. For more information call Kimberly Duncan at 759-9015
or Linda Stalls at 753-3763.

Glory Bound Entertainment on Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will resume
its regular schedule on Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, located at 4726
Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will be The Messengers.
Margie Black and Ethelene Darnell. There is no admission
charge. but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more
information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at
753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

MHS prom committee will meet

work in short fiction.
The Series will continue
with a reading by Dianne Apnle,
award-winning journalist and
author of four books on Saturday. Aprile's work has
appeared in a number of publications. including The New
Southerner Anthology and
Southern Living.
Poet Leigh Anne Couch and
fiction writer Kevin Wilson
will give readings on Monday.
Couch is managing editor of
the Sewanee Review. Her book
of poetry, Houses Fly Away, will
be published this fall by Zone
3 Press. Wilson's fiction has
appeared in Ploughshares. One
Story and Carolina Quarterly,
among others. His work has
been featured twice in Best
American Short Stories.
Judy Shearer, graduate of
the low-residency program at
Spalding University, will give
a reading on Wednesday. Shearer writes both fiction and creative nonfiction and is currently working on a creative nonfiction work about the life of
a slave who lived in Hopkinsville in the I800s.
The series will conclude
with a reading by Dale Ray
Phillips on next Thursday.
Phillips's stories have appeared
in Best American Short Stories, The Atlantic Monthly, and
elsewhere. His collection of
short stories, My People's Walz,
(HarperCollins/Perennial. 1999)
was nominated for a Pulitzer
Prize.
Readings will begin at 7:30
p.m. at the Clara Eagle Gallery
on the sixth floor of the Price
Doyle fine arts building. The
readings are open to the public.
MFA students will read from
their works on Friday, Jan. 12,
from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Thoroughbred Cafe in Hart College.
For more information about
the Reading Series or about
Murray State's low-residency
MFA in Creative Writing, contact Squire Babcock, program
director. at 809-4730.

The committee for the Murray High School Junior Prom
will meet today at 5:30 in the MHS library. All members of
the prom committee and any other junior class member or parent wishing to help with this year's prom should attend.

CCHS Laker football banquet planned
The banquet to honor the Calloway County High School
2006 Laker football team will be Saturday, Jan. 13, at 6 p.m.
on the third floor of the Curris Center at Murray State University. Tickets for the banquet are $14 per person and can be
purchased by contacting Football Coach Josh McKeel. Reservations are due by Friday, Jan. 5

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

TOPS to meet today
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet
today at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public Library. The
meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732.

Assistance program will start Monday
The Crisis Component of the Home Energy Assistance Program will begin Monday and go through March 31 or until
funds have been expended. This program is available to assist
low-income families that are in a home-heating crisis within
the eight counties of the Purchase area including Calloway.
Applications for assistance can be made at the local office of
West Kentucky Allied Services in suite C of the George Weaks
Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray, with Shirley Jones
as director. For more information call 753-0908.

Fire Protection District will meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District will meet Monday
at 6 p.m. at the No. 1 fire station of Calloway County FireRescue on East Sycamore Street, Murray. This meeting was
changed from first Monday because of the New Year's holiday.

Art Guild schedules workshop
Murray An Guild has scheduled a Beginning Oil Painting
Workshop starting Monday, Jan. 29, and continuing through
Thursday. Feb. I. Hours will be from 6 to 9 p.m. each day.
Mary Fuhnnann, local artist, will focus on the basic materials
and techniques of oil painting. This will be an opportunity for
beginners or a good refresher for others. Participation is limited. Interested persons may call 753-4059 or e-mail murrayartguild@murray-ky.net for registration and more information.

Special course will be offered
A person can make difference in the lives of people in the
community and receive three hours credit from Murray State
University by signing up for YNL (Youth & Nonprofit Leadership) 290 for the spring semester. A major part of this class
is providing service to one of over 50 nonprofit organizations
in and around Murray. including the local Big Brothers Big
Sisters program and Need Line to mention a few. For more
information contact by e-mail to mger.weis@murraystate.edu or
call him at 809-3808.
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293-5527
Elizabeth Kim Designs
• ALTERATIONS • DRESS DESIGNS
1502 Sycamore St. • Murray

Hurry Sale Ends January 6th!
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RACER BASKETBALL
Racers at Tennessee St

r-

Dela: Today
'loot,: 7.30 p
Site: Gentry Center,
Nashville, Tenn
Series
record
Racers bed 36-12
UNA Sleeting: Feb
16, 2006. Racers 77.
Eagles 52
Coeches:
eaay
Kennedy (6-8 fast
season NISUr. Cy
Alexander (39-60.
Munn season. Tennessee Stale)
RsOlo/Televielen: Froggy 103 7 EM,
*Ph Neel Bred* &
Probable Sloane Lineups:
Murray Stalls (64, 4-2 OVC): F Shawn Waherapoon, 95 ppg. 5 1 mg.
F-Rot Kennedy. 57 ppg 1 9 rpg, 6Bruce Carter, 13 4 ppg. 5.0 rpg. G-Ed
Horton, 66 ppg. 37 apg. G-Tyler
Holloway. 104 ppg. 25 apg
Tennessee State (9-7, 2-1): F Clarence Matthews, 130 ppg. 78 mg.
F-Courtney Bohannon. 45 ppg 6 1
rpg. C-Larry TUTTMI, 77 ppg. 76 rpg.
G-Rer1ey Cram. 75 ppg. 38 apg. GLaDarlous Weaver, 14 8 ppg. 2 5 apg

Guard play gives MSU momentum
RACERS HOPING
GUARDS, DEFENSE WILL
BE DIFFERENCE TONIGHT
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Echtor
Entenng tonight's game at Tennessee State. the
Murray State Racers find themselves two games down
in the loss column to first-place Samford in the Ohio
Valley Conference standings.
However, the Racers (6-8. 4-2 OVC)do so with the
momentum of Tuesday's 73-62 victory at Eastern
Illinois — a game they won off the strength of a career
night from guard Bruce Carter and a key defensive stand
late in the second half.

Carter. a traister from Jon South (Art...) Community
The Murray defense also dad its job, holding the lag'
t'ollege, had his best game in a Murray State uniform place Panthers(5- RE 1-51 to 32-percent shooting in the
against TSU, scoring a game-high 28 points on 9-of- IS second half, including the final 5:30 without a field goal
shooting from the field while grabbing seven rebounds
"We dad a good yob defensively." Kennedy noted.
The 6-foot-4 junior scored six of those points during • "We're getting better (defensively I, and we're doing a
key 10-0 MSU run that turned a 55-58 tie into a 10-point better job on the glass"
advantage, virtually sealing the Racer win with I:30 left
Tennessee State. meanwhile. &Ini have yuilc as
on the clock.
good a night as the Racers on Tuesday. tailing 62 60 in
Sophomore guard Tyler Holloway also had a big a controversial ending at Morehead State
night shooting the basketball, knocking down 5-4-9 3'
The TIC'S (5-7, 2- 1) lOel when senior forward
point attempts while hitting on 7-of-8 tries from the free Clarence Matthews. trying for a Mucked shot,
wtustled for goal-tending on a last-second jumper by
throw line for 22 points.
"Bruce and Tyler are becoming more aggressive, and Morehead's Nikola Stojakovic
It was a game that TSU had otherwise controlled The
we did a good job of getting them the hall," said Racer
head coach Billy Kennedy in a telephone interview on Tigers built as much as a I6-point lead in the first halt
Wednesday morning. "We're starting to understand our and led by double digits e4uiy in the final 20 minutes
roles better. I guess that's something that just comes before letting its lead melt away The Eagles' game-winwith time."
•See RACERS, 2B
was

's
is

RACER FOOTBALL

SUGAR BOWL

MSU adds three
for spring semester
BRUCE MCCURDY, WADE PETERS,
Nico YANTKO JOIN RACERS
BY MSU Spoils Information
Three players will join the
Murray State University football
team in time for the spnng
semester, MSU Head Coach Man
Griffin announced. Defensive
back Bruce McCurdy of
Brentwood. Tenn., linebacker
Wade Peters of Trenton, Mo., and
quarterback Nico Yantko of
Fairborn. Ohio, will join the program at the start of the spring
semester.
McCurdy will be a freshman
with four seasons of eligibility.
remaining after Initially signing
with Navy but not enrolling
there.

6

Both recruited by Griffin in
2005 at Tennessee-Martin. Peters
and Yantko air sophomores
Peters played in 1) games. pnmanly on special teams. during
his freshman season while
Yantko was mistimed and did
not appear in any games for the
Skyhawks.
"We're very pleased to have
these three guys join our pmgram." Griffin said. —These are
three kids who we know very
well, especially Wade and Nico.
We know these guys will meet
our expectations on and off the
tick)
•See GRIFFIN, 2B

WILDCATS 77, COUGARS 70

Houston, we
have a problem
UK HAS PROBLEM PUTTING AWAY
OPPONENT; STARTS SEC PLAY SAT.
AP

LSU's Keiland Williams runs past Notre Dame's Chinedum Ndukwe (18) during the second half at the Sugar Bowl at the
Louisiana Superdome in New Orleans.

No doubt, blowout
ISO SHUTS DOWN NOTRE DAME IN
41-14 DRUBBING IN SUGAR BOWL
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — JaMarcus Russell has a big decision to make. The way he played in the Sugar Bowl, it shouldn't
be all that tough.
This guy sure looks ready to play in the NFL.
Russell was the star of a Cajun-style party that marked the
Sugar Bowl's return to the Big Easy. leading No. 4 LSU to a 4114 victory Wednesday night and leaving Notre Dame to wallow
in another postseason meltdown.
The 11th-ranked Fighting Irish. with their undersized
defense, simply couldn't find a way to stop this behemoth of a
quarterback.
The 6-foot-6, 257-pound Russell threw for 332 yards and two
touchdowns. He powered over for his first rushing touchdown of

the season, pounding his chest after he landed in the end zone.
He was unanimous choice as the game's most outstanding player.
"I really do think I'm one of the best in college football,"
Russell said. "You can't take that opinion away from me."
And what about the NFL? Russell now much decide whether
to enter the draft or return to the Tigers (11-2)for his senior season, which would seem like a slam dunk.
"I'm not really thinking about leaving early right now." he
insisted. "I've got a lot of time to sit down with my family and
coaches and talk about that. I'm just happy we got the victory."
Notre Dame(10-3) never seems to win at this time of year, a
hideous burden for the nation's most storied program. The Irish
lost their ninth straight bowl game. more than other school in
NCAA history: they had been tied with South Carolina and West
Virginia for the longest drought.
•See SUGAR, 28

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's games so far have
included close losses to national
powerhouses. close victories
over second-tier opponents and
blowouts in matchups expected
to be. well, blowouts.
But in games that count
Southeastern
toward
the
Conference standings, the
Wildcats' record is 0-0. That
when
Saturday
changes
Kentucky heads to Mississippi
in its SEC season debut.
"Conference play is hard,"
forward Sheray Thomas said.
"We know our league and the
league knows us. The play in
this conference is scrappy and
tough."
The Wildcats concluded their
nonconference play Wednesday
with a scrappy and tough battle
that was a little close for comfort. They survived their worst
shooting performance of the
season to defeat Houston 77-70.
Coach Tubby Smith says he
is hopeful the close call will
wake up his team for its upcoming trip to Oxford. Miss.
"It's no fun going down

AP

UK's Bobby Perry shoots
behind Houston's Robert
Lee, left, and Dion Dowell
dunng the first half at Rupp
Arena Wednesday,
there." Smith said. "It's a tough
place to play. I tell you that."
Despite shooting just 39 percent from the field and missing
22 of its season-high 30 3-point
attempts. Kentucky heads into
SEC play on a seven-game winning streak.
1111 See KENTUCKY, 2B

Saban to roll with Crimson Tide
Former Miami
coach going
back to SEC

AP

New Alabama football coach Nick Saban shakes hands with fans
after getting off a plane Wednesday in Tuscaloosa, Ala. Seeking
to rebuild a championship football program, Alabama lured
Saban away from the Miami Dolphins with a deal that reportedly
would make him the highest paid coach in college football.

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (API
- Hours after Nick Saban left
the NFL for Alabama, he got a
dose of just what he likes about
college football.
Hundreds of screaming
Alabama fans greeted him at
the airport. chanting "Roll
Tide" as his plane landed. He
got hugs, handshakes and hack
pats

"There is a great %pint and
sense of community that you
get in college football because
of people's ties to the school,"
Saban said during a November
interview in which he weighed
the merits of the college and
P"° football.
The now -former Miami
Dolphins coach certainly felt
that rah-rah spirit Wednesday,
soon after accepting a deal
reportedly worth at least $30
million over eight years. the
most lucrative in college football.
The expectations won't he
far behind — Tide fans want a
national title winner like the

one Saban built when he was at
SEC West rival LSU. He was
expected to be introduced at a
news conference Thursday
morning.
The hiring provided a dramatic conclusion to a fiveweek search to replace the fired
Mike Shula.
"When 1 set out on this
search, I noted that I was seeking a coach who has a proven
record of championship sucachievement."
and
cess
Cnmson Tide athletic director
Mal Moore said "Coach Saban
brings that pros en reconl of
accomplishment and leadership
to OUT program."

The Tuscaloosa 'sews put
out a special edition trumpeting
the hiring, with the blaring
headline: "SABAN TIME."
"Mal Moore didn't just hit a
home run, he hit a grand slam."
raved Tide fan Mike Ryan,
sporting a Bear Bryant-style
houndstooth hat and a T-shin
listing the program's national
championship years_ He was
among the fans greeting Saban
and his wife, Terry, and daughter, Knsten.
The shirt said everything
about Alabama's expectations
for Saban, whose LSU Tigers
won a share of the 2003 national title He has a record of 91-
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•Griffin
(Brentwood and Charlie Jordan
McCurdy was a linebacker, (White St4tlonl on the 2005
Sports
Writers
tailback and tight end before Tennessee
becoming Brentwood High Associauon Class 5A All-State
School's quarterback his senior Team.
In his one season at UT
year. He led the Bruins to an IL2 record in 2005 and a spot in the Martin, Peters recorded two tackquarterfinals of the class 5A state les. He started one game, against
tournament.
Both
of Arkansas State on Sept. 10, 2005,
Brentwood's losses came to state at free safety. In his last game as
a Skyhawk, against Murray State
champion Ravenwood.
McCurdy passed for more on Nov. 17, Peters blocked a punt
than 1,800 yards and 13 touch- that was recovered by a teamdowns his senior season. He tied mate and returned 13 yards for a
a school record with four touch- touchdown.
The 6-foot-2, 225-pound
down passes in a game. He
Peters
attended North Central
joined current Racers Tamar
Butler (Riverdale), Tyler Sinclair Missouri College during the

From Page 1B

2006 fall semester but did not
play football. He graduated from
Trenton High School in 2005
with a 4.1 grade-point-average.
He ranked Ilth in a class of 86
students. On the field he was
selected all-district three times as
a quarterback and defensive
back. In 2004 and 2005 Peters
earned first team all-state recognition as a defensive back.
As a senior Peters passed for
for 1,042
1,194 y
yards and • veraged 2
ards of
total of nse per game hik
helpin s team to an 8-2 record.
em also lettered four times
as a member of Trenton's track

team and earned all-state honors
in the triple jump twice. He lettered three times as a member of
the Bulldogs' basketball team,
leading the squad in rebounding
and steals as a junior.
The 5-foot- I 0, 190-pound
Yrunko spent the 2006 fall
semester at Iowa Central
Community College after leaving the Tennessee-Martin program. Yantko did not play football in the fall.
As a senior at Fairborn High
School, Yantko passed for more
than 2,500 yards. As a junior he
threw for 1,183 yards and 10
touchdown passes.

NFL OFF NSIVE ROOKIE OF YEAR

•Kentucky
From Page 1B
The Wildcats (11-3) never
trailed but couldn't pull away
from the Cougars despite an
early 10-0 lead. Their previous
worst shooting effort of 41 percent came last month in a much
more comfortable victory over
Santa Clara.
A 3-point play by Oliver
Lafayette with less than three
minutes to go tied the game at
68, but Kentucky center
Randolph Morris hit a turnaround jumper to give the
Wildcats the lead for good.
"I definitely think we have
been battle tested and have been
in a lot of close games," Morris
said. "We've been able to pull it
out in the clutch."
Morris, once again, was a
bright spot. He had 20 points —
half of them from the free-throw
line — and 10 rebounds for his
fourth double-double in six
games.
Freshman guard Derrick
Jasper had 12 points to match a
career high.
"It's like one of those games
we had to grind out," Jasper
said.
The Cougars (5-7), who lost
three in a row prior to their visit
to Rupp Arena, kept making
clutch 3-pointers to keep it
close. Lafayette led all Cougars
scorers with 19 points.
"When you force the zone,
you've got to shoot 3s,"
Houston coach Tom Penders
said.
Although Houston outscored
Kentucky in the paint 30-26,
Kentucky was able to hold on
largely because Moms stayed
out of foul trouble and the
Cougars didn't. The Wildcats
made 24 trips to the line and
connected on 17 of the shots,
compared with five for Houston.
Shooting from the field was
another story for the Wildcats.
Kentucky made its first five
shots in the first three minutes
but connected on barely onethird of them — 21 of 61 —
after that.
Despite woeful early shooting by the Cougars, offensive
rebounds — including three on
one possession — kept the game
from getting too far out of hand.
The Cougars tied the game at
44 when Jalunar Thorpe scored
on a layup and drew a foul from
Jasper. But Thorpe missed the
free throw and Thomas hit a 3pointer the next trip down to
give Kentucky more breathing
room.
Thomas later committed
what appeared to be a critical
foul when Dion Dowell was
attempting a 3-point shot, but he
missed all three free throws.
"I lucked out," Thomas said.

Not Even Close
YOUNG WINS BY
A LANDSLIDE IN
VOTING
NEW YORK (AP) — Vince
Young looks as if he'll make the
NFL his personal playground,
too.
The dynamic quarterback for
the Tennessee Titans won The
Associated Press Offensive
Rookie of the Year Award on
Wednesday. He did it in the
same fashion he turned around
the Titans' season — running
away from the rest of the field.
Young, who led Texas to the
2005 national championship and
was the third overall pick in last
April's draft, overwhelmed one
of the strongest rookie classes in
NFL history. He received 23
votes from a nationwide panel
of 50 sports writers and broadcasters who cover the league.
That easily beat New Orleans
wide receiver Marques Colston
and Jacksonville running back
Maurice Drew, who had nine
apiece; San Diego tackle
Marcus McNeill (6); and Saints
running back Reggie Bush (3).
Carnet'
Running
back
"Cadillac" Williams of Tampa
Bay won the award last year.
Young is the third member of
the Tennessee-Houston fran-

chise to take top rookie honors:
Earl Campbell in 1978 and
Eddie George in 1996 did it for
the Houston Oilers.
Young was the catalyst in
Tennessee' rally from 0-5 to 8-8,
at times looking as unstoppable
for the Titans as he did with the
Longhorns. A starter from Week
4, Young sprinkled all kinds of
spectacular big plays with a
growing maturity in joining Ben
Roethlisberger (2004) as the
only quarterbacks to win top
rookie honors in the 49-year history of the award.
"A lot of people said it couldn't be done, especially at my
position,"
Young
said
Wednesday from Houston. "I
just worked hard to get to that
position behind the scenes, to
get to the point of getting into
the race of trying to get rookie of
the year."
Young became the first rookie quarterback to rush for more
than 500 yards in the Super
Bowl era, and his passing skills
improved all year under coach
Jeff Fisher and offensive coordinator Norm Chow.
"I like to go out there and
play the game and show that I
can deliver the ball down the
field, and that I can use my legs
at the right time, when its time
to use my legs, and checking the
ball down, just being a quarterback," Young said. "I want to
change the game a little bit."

Young, dynamic Than
Tennessee Titans 08 Vince Young
was named the 2006 Associated
Press Offensive Rookie of the Year
Passing
ATT COMP PCT

YDS TO WI RATE

357 184 51 5

199 12 13 667

Rushing
AU YDS AVG
83

67

LG

TD 20. 1ST

39

7

31

6

Voting
PLAYER, TEAM

VOTES

23
Vince Young, Tennessee
Marques Colston New Orleans 9
9
Maunce Drew. Jacksonville
6
Marcus McNeill San D;eqc
3
Reggie Bush. New Orleans
HIGHLIGHTS
Became first rookie
Oa to rush for more
then 5(:)0 yards
Inlhe Super
Bowl
are

Young
SOURCE NFL

Al'

He's already helped change
the perception of what a firstyear quarterback can do given
playing time. Young sat and
learned for barely a month while
Kerry Collins started and the
Titans struggled. Then Fisher
turned to the youngster well
before he'd planned.

NFL COMEBACK PLAYER OF YEAR

laverslock
Insurance Agency

nate Auks .
Insurance

:
Nobody can protect your miry:
any better than we cant
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
Van Haverstock
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Wednesday's scores
By The Associated Pre.,
PREP BASKETBALL
Boys Basketball
Beechwood 38
Cathoo,
bc,ari Station 70. Len Sayre 51
Butler 48, Lou Si Xavier 45
Eastern 92. Lou Ky Country Day

Coy
Lex
Lou
Lou
37
Lou Fairclaie 70. Lou Western 53
Lou Seneca 69, Lou Southern 63
Lou Shawnee 67, Lou Waggoner 48
Lou Tnnity 51, Meade Co 46
Phelps 68 Hurley, Va 49
Pike Co Central 63, Prestonsburg 57

St Henry 94 Bellevue 48
Meson County Tournament
Mason Co 83. Bracken Co 39
Pendleton Co 45, Harrison Co 44
Girls Basketball
Lou Doss 79, Lou Collegiate 42
Lou Eastern 61. Lou Ky Country Day
35
Lou Presentation 90 Lou St Francis
22
Lou Seneca 41. Lou Southern 38
Lou Waggoner 53. Lou Shawnee 30
Ludlow 57 St Henry 46
Owen Co 47. Walton Verona 46
Simon Kenton 74, Wvfluonstown 19

•Racers
per game.
'They've got one really good
ning basket was their only lead shooter in Weaver," said
of the night.
Kennedy. "He's proven he can
Despite the loss, the Tigers make shots, so they have somehave shown that they're a seri- body who's capable of scoring
ous contender in the OVC race, from the outside."
having already disposed of
Meanwhile, the influx of new
Southeast Missouri State and talent in the Murray State backEastern Illinois at home before court seems to be working itself
the road loss on Tuesday.
out, as newcomer Ray George
TSU boasts perhaps the most provided some solid minutes in
imposing and formidable front- assisting Carter and Holloway.
court duo in the conference in
The 6-4 junior, a transfer
Matthews, who stands at 6-7 and from
Georgia
Perimeter
weighs 250 pounds, and senior College, showed some promise
center Larry Turner, who fea- during the Racers' pretures a 6-11, 240-pound frame.
Christmas homestand versus
Matthews is tied for 10th in Jacksonville State and Samford
the OVC in scoring at 13.0 ppg., — his first action in an MSU
and is fifth in rebounding at 7.8 uniform this season.
boards per contest. Turner
George looked mostly to
checks in at sixth, right behind score in his first two games, bin
his teammate, in rebounding showed his ability to find teani(7.6). The Tigers are also third in mates for open looks while playthe league blocked shots.
ing the point guard position durFinding an answer for the ing some of his 22 minutes on
TSU duo will be a challenge for the floor against Fastem Illinois.
Kennedy, whose Racers have
"Ray did a really good job of
yet to identify a solid frontcourt getting the ball to his teamgame.
mates," said Kennedy. "He had
"(TSU)is extremely big with four or five assists, and he didn't
Matthews and Turner," the MSU even take a shot."
coach admitted."They do a realGeorge's effort filled the gap
ly good job of getting Matthews left by Kevin Thomas, who was
the ball. (Stopping TSU) is held to just four minutes of play-.
going to be a key for us, because ins time because he
"struggled
we don't have (an established) in practice last week ... ands
big guy."
just-not comfortable out iher
While trying to find an
according to Kennedy.
answer for the Tigers' post
Following tonight's action'.
game, the Racers will also have
the Racers will return home to
to keep an eye on the perimeter,
face SEMO and former head
where LaDarious Weaver will
coach Scott Edgar on Monday
be lurking. The junior guard
before taking to the road again
ranks first in the OVC in 3-point
on Jan. 16 at rival Austin Peay.
field goals made, averaging 3.3

Proof is in Pennington •Sugar
JETS QB CLOSES OUT SEASON

NEW YORK (AP) — One
rotator cuff injury often is
enough to ruin a premier athlete's
career. Chad Pennington overcame two in two years to win The
Associated Press NFL Comeback
Player of the Year award.
The New York Jets had
become too Vtustotned to seeing
Pennington leave the field with a
damaged right shoulder. After the
2004 season and again midway
through 2005, he underwent surgery to repair his right rotator
cuff.
There's was so much doubt
about Pennington returning to
form that the Jets had four quarterbacks in training camp last
summer, including a secondround draft pick.
So all the seven-year veteran

AS COMEBACK PLAYER

did was lead the Jets to a surprising 10-6 record and a wild-card
berth one season after they went
4-12 — most of it with him sidelined — and changed coaches.
Permington's precise execution
of a short passing game made
Laveranues Coles and Jerricho
Cotchery
into
1,000-yard
receivers and offset a mediocre
running game.
Not surprisingly, Pennington
didn't see winning the award,
announced Thursday, as an individual honor.
'The organization has been
great in providing me with all
kinds of special resources to get
back healthy and play at a high
level," he said. "My teammates
have been behind me since Day
1."

Chad flying high
New York Jets 0E3 Chad
Pennington was named the 2006
Associated Press Comeback
Player of the Year.
AU COMP PCT

YDS TO INT RATE

485 313 645 3 352 17 16 826

Voting
PLAYER, TEAM

VOTES

Chet' Pennington, NY Jets
Drew Brees. New Orleans

V
85

Carson Palmer. Cincinnati
Kellen Winslow, Cleveland

5.5
5

Jeff Garcia. Philadelphia
2
Correll Buckhatter, Philadelphia 1
1
Javon Walker, Denver
Deuce McAllister. New Orleans

1

Travis Henry. Tennessee
HIGHLIGHTS
Played all
16 games
of season
for first time
in career

it

Pennington
SOURCE NFL

Al'
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TV, radio
TODAY
GOLF
5 p.m.
TGC — PGA Tour Mercedes-Benz
Championship first round, at Kapalua
Hawaii
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — Pittsburgh at Syracuse
8 p.m.
ESPN — Cincinnati at Memphis
ESPN2 — Michigan St at Iowa
9:30 p.m.
FSN — Anzona at Washington
NBA BASKETBALL
7:15 p.m.
TNT — Detroit vs New ()deans at
Oidahoma City
9:30 p.m.
TNT — L A Lakers at Sacramento
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Family Owned And Operated Since 1987

The Cooper Clayton Method, one of the most effective ways to stop
smoking, is now available to individuals. Whether you've tried before
or just know you should stop, this program is for you. Classes meet
each Tuesday for 13 weeks. Space is limited, so register now!

rs

"We've got to turn the corner," coach Charlie Weis said.
"Right now, we're just a nice,
solid team. That won't cut it. We
want to be an upper-echelon
team."
Russell thoroughly outplayed
Notre Dame's more heralded
quarterback. Brady Quinn, who
finished third in the Heisman
balloting and hopes to be the
No. I pick in the draft, struggled
to cope with the speed and size
of LSU's defense. The senior
completed just 15-of-35 for 148
yards, his two TD passes offset
by two interceptions.
"I'm proud of my guys,"
Quinn said. "We laid the
groundwork for these guys to do
some great things in the future."
Russell sure seems destined
for greatness, whether it's in the
NFL or another year with the
Tigers.
"He's got to make a very difficult decision," coach Les
Miles said. "If he returns, he'll
certainly be a Heisman Trophy
candidate."
Then he looked around the

room, trying to find the school's
sports information director.
"Better get the mock-ups
ready," Miles quipped.
Russell and LSU's feared
defense took control after halftime, turning a tenuous 21-14
game into a laugher.

QuaIl Service •Customer Satisfaction Is Our Goal!
1.111
Call Us For A:
270-674-5530

Stuart). Poston Health and Wellness Center
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
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Cooper Clayton Method to Stop Smoking
Free Classes begin Tuesday, January 9, 2007
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Local girl Watson
still 'on the air'
By JESSICA BYBEE
MSU Alumni Affairs
NASHVILLE, Tenn. --- Amy Watson, a
1989 Murray State University alumnus, has
been welcomed with open arms as the newest
member of the News Channel 5 news team in
Nashville, Tenn.
Watson, who received her bachelor's degree
in journalism from MSU, is the former wellloved evening news anchor for WPSD News
Channel 6 in Paducah.
"The decision to leave Channel 6 was a
difficult one. I loved the people I worked with,
but I wanted more time to spend with my
family." Watson said.
In addition to anchoring at News Channel
6, Watson produced the TV segment "Connecting With Kids." Watson and her family moved
to Hopkinsville to be closer to her husband
Derrick's work.
, In late September, NewsChannel 5 Nashville
made Watson the offer of co-hosting NewsChannel 5 This Morning, the highest rated morning show in America. The offer came as a
surprise to Watson. who was not looking for
another position.
, "After much thought, my family and I decided accepting the job was the right move to
make. We like the Nashville area, and the offer
seemed to come at an opportune time."
Watson began her work on NewsChannel 5
This Morning Oct. 16, and at this time is still
commuting from Hopkinsville.
Watson is humbled by her new position,
and says her co-workers have made her feel
at home. "I still feel I don't deserve this. I
am really a blessed person," she said.
Watson, who was selected as one of Paducah's Outstanding Business Women in 1998.
continues to keep close ties with MSU, returning each year for Homecoming. Her father.
Phil Bryan, retired as MSU dean of admissinns after 28 years of service.

•••

NEW YORK (AP)- Oprah
Winfrey said Wednesday that
she wants her new $40 million South African leadership
academy to change the way
women are perceived in the
country.
"I wasn't just trying to make
a school that would develop
political leaders," the talk show
host told the British Broadcasting Corp. "I'm looking for
the opportunity to change the
paradigm, to change the way
not only these girls think ...
but to also change the way a
culture feels about what women
can do."
The Oprah Winfrey Leadership Academy for Girls, located in the small town of Henley-on-Klip, south of Johannesburg, opened Tuesday and
aims to give 152 girls from
florived backgrounds a quality education in a country where
ichools are struggling to overcome the legacy of apartheid.
: Many state-funded schools,
kpecially in the sprawling
townships that sprang up under
white racist rule, are hopelessovercrowded and lack even
hitsic necessities such as books.
Vbey also are plagued by gang
ylnlence, drugs and a high rate
t;..if pregnancy.
•-": "I think the reason not just
f‘frica but the world is in the
ltite that it is is because of a
tick of leadership on all levda of government ... and partiCularly in regard to schools
gid schooling for poor chilOen," she said. -The best way
to effect change long term is
to ... give children exposure
;Sad opportunity and nurture
them to Understand their own
power and possibility."
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Watson is also a graduate of Calloway County High School.
In addition to her position with News Channel 5, Watson is partnenng with Western Baptist Hospital hosting Health Break, airing locally on WPSD. The program features interviews
with Western Baptist physicians. and covers
the latest in healthcare treatment and technology.
"It has been a journey.- Watson said. "A
year ago I would have never believed my life
would change this much. I am truly blessed."
NewsChannel 5 This Morning airs 4:30-8
a.m., Monday through Friday.

Walters stands by
O'Donnell; Trump
fires back in feud

Winfrey wants
to change
image of
African women

I

i v Lona.* rnaay,January 5, min
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NEW YORK (AP)- Barbara Walters is back from vacation - and she's standing by
Rosie O'Donnell in her bitter
battle of words with Donald
Trump.
Walters, creator of ABC's
"The View," said Wednesday
on the daytime chat show that
she never told Trump she didn't want O'Donnell on the show,
has
he
as
claimed.
"Nothing could
be further from
the truth," she
said.
has
"She
brought a new
vitality to this
show and the
ratings prove
Walters
it,"
Welters
said of O'Donnell. who is on
vacation this week. When she
returns, Walters said, "We will
all welcome her back with open
Walters also took a moment
to try to smooth things over
with The Donald, who got all
riled up when O'Donnell said
on "The View" that he had
been "bankrupt so many times."
"ABC has asked me to say
this just to clarify things, and
I will quote:
'Donald Trump
has never filed
personal
for
bankruptcy.
Several of his
casino companies have filed
business
for
bankruptcies.
O'Donnell
They are out of
bankruptcy now,- Walters said.

In a phone
interview with
The Associated
Press, Trump
said he appreciated that Wala
ters "did
retraction" and
the
claimed
show's "ratings
are up because
of people like
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"Barbara fully understands
what Barbara told me," he said.
"At the same time, she can't
say that because she has to
work with the woman. But she
won't be working with her
long. I mean, that thing will
Rosie%
because
explode
wacko."
O'Donnell and Trump have
he
since
feuding
been
announced last month that Miss
USA Tara Conner, whose title
had been in jeopardy because
of underage drinking, would
keep her crown. Trump is the
owner of the Miss Universe
Organization, which includes
Miss USA and Miss Teen USA.
The 44-year-old outspoken
moderator of "The View," who
joined the show in September,
said Trump's news conference
with Conner had annoyed her
"on a multitude of levels" and
that the twice-divorced real
estate mogul had no right to
be "the moral compass for 20year-olds in America."
Trump fired back, calling
O'Donnell a "loser" and a
"bully," among other insults
in various media interviews.
He is the host of NBC's
"The Apprentice," which begins
its new season Sunday,
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which IS not in s aslaburi ot the Las All persons are lyerebi
,41 an
informed that all dsellings e„bertised
equal opportunity basis
For further assistance soh Fair
Housing Ads etteang requirements.
NAA Counsel Rene I' Milam.
(71.0.1ott.-
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CLASSIFIED AD RAILS
Murray Ledges a limes Fau Woman Ad Naar
All real estate advertised herein IS subsist to thr Federal Fair
Housing At shich mates it illegal to advertise ant preference limitation or discriminatioa based on race. iokw reitgoin sex, handicap familial Ntatui or national onion. or
[retention to make an, such preterences limitations or discruninabon

Farm Equormini
Rear, Equipment
Sports Equipment
firorrocel
Musical
Mobile Nome Lots Fa Sae
Mobile Romeo Fa Sale
Mobile Maims For Rent
Mobile Homo Lots For Rent
Business Raabe
Apartments For Rem
Rooms For Rent
Rouses For Rent
Storage asniais
Cominernal Property
Pets a Supples
Livestock I Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rare cs Leese

I r
Real Emma
Lao Property
Lots For Sole
LOIS For Rent
Finns For Sale
Saabs
manes For Sae
IlloOrcycies & ATY •
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boas 6Motors
Services Menge
Free Cameo
TObeeCe a Supplies

$8.25 Column Inch, tar Discount 2nd Run.
40% Discount 3rd Run.
Dry Period I
All 3 ALI:, Atu.st
$335 per column inch extra for Monde IShop.ing (.uide)
I

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 21) words S.50 each

Additional Consecutive pays: 5.11 per wor0 per da%
$3.35 extra tor Shopper 1Mon t.. lassitieds go into SI
70.00 extra tor bknd box ads.
.,• , sobieutted matte,

1

I

ilL k j_j_
AU, AND 1.1 t‘ 11.L APPLAR QLN
.
\L
IF 11TIRSITF AT NO FXTRA CHARGE

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
060

Meef fhe Babies
of 2006!
ACTUAL SIZE
OF SPACE

Share your precious new arrival
by submitting a photo ofyour
baby born in 2006.

Aredes
For Sok

HELP WANTED
Home Medical Delivery Tech needed to
set-up and educate patients in the home
with hospital bed, oxygen, etc.. full-time
w/benefits.

Apply in person:
905 Arcadia Circle, Murray, KY

Help Waned
Foster Parents
Needed. $35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support. 24
hour crisis intervention,
and weekly in home
support. Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293.

GIRL

BOY

NAME OF CHILD

Date of Birth
Weight:
Length:
Name of
Parents:
Name:

Phone:

James Logan Henry
January 10, 2006
7 lbs oz • 21"
James & Joyce Henry

Send $10 payment, photo, name
of baby, date of birth, weight &
length, parents' names* and selfaddressed stamped envelope to:
Murray Ledger & Times Babies 2006
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071
• no other information will be listed.

Publication Dote: 1/17/07
Deadline to submit photo and
information: 1/9/07
For more information, call
Jill Stephens or Julie Brown at
753-1916
060

010

Help Wanted

Legal
Notice

County Tax Records Open For Listing
The Calloway County property assessment book,
will he open during the months of January and
February to list real estate for the county and state
property tax year beginning January 1. 2007
During this time. it will he necessary to list changes
made to property that would affect the value. New
houses. buildings. mobile homes, and any other type
of improvements made to property or existing buildings should be reported
Mobile homes that have been bought, traded or relocated should be reported Make, year and size are
necessary information needed to make an accurate
valuation
Homeowners who will be 65 years of age during the
year should make application for the homestead
exemption during this time Homeowners who have
moved from one residence to another must re-apply.
Failure to make this change could result in the loom
of benefits The homestead exemption for 2007 will
he 531.4041
Car dealers must submit an itemized list of automobiles in their inventory on January 1 Tangible
returns should he filed by May 15th Returns
received after the May 15th deadline will be marked
delinquent and forwarded to Frankfort.
The office of Ronnie Jackson. Property Valuation
Administrator, is located on the first floor of the
eourthouse We will be glad to answer questions
regarding this notice. You may reach us at 753-3482
Monday through Friday from 8700 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

[calkdk.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Murray Board of Education will hold a public
forum at 6.30 p.m., on Thursday. January 11. 2007,
at the Board Office. 208 S. 13th St.. prior to its regularly scheduled meeting, to discuss the school
nutrition and activity report and seek public
comments The Nutrition and Physical Activity
Report Card in available via the Internet at
www murrayiLikyschouls.us or a copy may be picked
up at the Board Office. 208 S 13th St

PUBLIC NOTICE
Local Planning Committee Community/
Business Lesder Advertisement
On behalf,,! the Murray Board [if Education. two 2
CommunityBusiness Leaders are requested to be
members of the Local Planning Committee The
papier of the Local Planning Committee is to
amend the current thatrict Facilities Plan
Participation will require participation in at least
three Local Planning Committee Meetings and
three Local Public Forums Interested parties shall
*end a 'Letter of Interest" ap_lalar _than nesuailo
Thursday. January_ 11. 2006. tar
Bob Rimers, Superintendent
Murray Board of FAiucat ion
208 S 13th Street
Murray Kentucky 42071
l'he final *election to the Loral Planning Committee
will he made by the Murray Board of Education

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
SANDRA D's wants to
thank everyone for all
the gifts and also your
dedication as customers. We're going on
our 28th year of food
service and hope the
next year will be as
good. God Bless.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
Leotard Found
FOUND: Male Black
Poodle. Hazel area
(731)498-8281
LOST: Black female
mixed Tamer, 22 lbs.,
age 17. along Clarks
River in Almo area
12/31/06. Difficulty
seeing/hearing.
Reward 753-7566
LOST Small black
male Pomeranian. 31/2/lbs. East Hazel
area 12/25/06, needs
medication. Reward,
no questions asked
227-1879 492-8017
female
MISSING
Retriever
Golden
About 4 months old,
red collar Please call
270-437-4664
060

14110 Wanted
FULL time help need
ad No experience nec
essary Apply in person
7 30-4 30, 8503 U S
Hwy 68 East, Benton
(Fairdealing)

BP Truck Stop is now
hinng deli personnel.
Must be able to work
Monday through Fnday
from 6AM-1PM. Also
time
part
hiring
cashiers. Fuel desk
experience helpful. but
not required. Must be
able to work any shift.
Please apply in person.
BP Truck Stop, 2185
US Hwy. 641N, Murray.
EOE
BUSY medical office
seeking front office
position. Medical experequired.
rience
applicants
Qualified
send resume with references to P.O. Box
KY
Murray,
817.
42071.
CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years. Apply at 109
South 15th Street.
Murray.
COOK, Murray State
University. Full-time.
benefits (day & after
Two
noon shifts).
years culinary/cooking
experience in an institutional or high volume
retail setting
Good
math and excellent
interpersonal
skills
essential. Salary $8.67
at:
Apply
hourly.
of
Department
Employment Services,
1405 North 12th Street.
Murray. KY 42071
(located in the Career
Center).
Discovery
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
AA
M/F/D,
EEO,
employer
EXPERIENCED
Printing Press
Operators - move up
to Heidelberg Presses.
$14.50/hr . 2 weeks
paid vacation after 1
year. 7 paid holidays.
health A retirement
plans with company
match. Call Steve Q
Innovative Printing
270-753-8802

APARTMENTS
1750 Lowes Drive. Murray. KY 42W]

060

BABIES OF 200€ FORM

TANGLEWOOD

150
Help Waded

VISA

GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the folpositions:
lowing
RN/LPN 10P-6A M-F
Full-time, CNA 10P-6A
full-time. Anyone interested in becoming part
of our team may apply
,n person at Green
Acres Health Care. 402
Farthing. ,St.,
W.
Mayfield, KY 42066
Service
SSCS
Solutions. Help wanted. ianrtonal service 5
nights per week. $8.00
per hour. Tuesday
Saturday.
through
Night work. Call 1-800388-0951 Ask Diane.
TRUCK Driver, minimum 3 years CDL to
pull mobile homes, no
experience necessary
(270)293-1837 or
(270)
753-7975
070
Position Wanted

SEEKING full or part
time lob, odd lobs, light
lifting. 762-0029

CLEANING houses is
my business. Cal
Linda H. 759-9553.
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
HOME daycare in my
home looking for children to come kid
around with us! Great
home environment. 10
miles from Wal-Mart
toward Alma. Give me
a call at 753-7031 or
293-5212.
I WILL assist with elderly in home or facility.
Companionship, light
housecleaning, cooking, errands, etc.
Reliable caring, exp'd.
Nancy (270)382-2424
WILL sit with elderly.
with references 270527-1469

MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556
140

Want lo Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING US Silver
Coins Paying up to 10
times face value and
other US Currency
(270)293-6999

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD

Televisions

Plasma. LCD, DLP. &
CRTs. Brands by.
Toshiba, Sony, LG.
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley TV 759-0901

NOW AVAILABLE:
Two Bedroom: $434
• Free Cable • Washer, Dryer. Range. Dist's:mho
Refrigerator • All Eirctnc •Central Heat/Air
• Carpet/Ceramic The • Patio/Deck
Call Joy for details.. 270 762 1044
Or 270-804-0850
TINS 800-648-6056
Some restrictions appl

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs

Apartments

Want io Buy
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th
Murray.

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD. ELKINS

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633.
150
Articias
ForS.
2002 Ford F-350 diesel
super cab, loaded, plus
extras, 183,000 miles,
$19,000
White mower. 50 cut,
zero turn, new. $2,500
Yard machine lawn
mower, make offer.
'72 Mercedes, $2,000
'41 Ford 4dr coupe,
restored.
needs
$2.000
New bush hog, $1,500
270-382-2420,
270-727-4055
4 tires off of a Windstar
Van, excellent condition $300.00. 759-9424
92 Cougar, V-8, tach,
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C, tires.
loaded $2,575 OBO.
Washer 753-4109
CANON Digital Rebel
camera. 2 lenses: 28135 mm with IS & 1855 mm. Like new,
$500. Call for details
Ray or Janet. 270-7672229
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
COMPUTER monitor,
speakers and keyboard for sale. call
227-8721
FOR sale limited number of copies of
Calloway County
Pictonal History and
Calloway County
Family History books
Excellent Christmas
gifts. Call
759-4938 or 753-2350.
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system.
Satellite
Amenca's Top 60 chanonly
for
nels
$19.99/mo Get your
HBO,
of
choice
Cinemax, Stars, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
PLAYSTATION 1 8 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great
Pnces! 753-0530

Duncan Creek Technology
270-489-2666
Gre. Dowd
Computer Support
Fast support for home/business
-LAN/WAN Network Experts
-Software and Integration
-Internet sites and Marketing
-Phone systems - lit Long Distance
-24x7 Affordable Assistance
www.dcreek.com

•

On the Square

Murray

(270) 753-1713
Fumishings
FULL size couch, toile
fabnc in blue pastoral
scene with 4 throw pillows, $200 and a love
seat in burgundy floral
pattern with 2 matching
throw pillows, $100
Get both for $250 See
at 802 N 20th or call
753-7964
KITCHEN table and 6
hutch,
chairs with
$500: rocking chair,
$25. hide-a-bed couch.
$50. upright piano free
for the taking.
753-1635 after 5.

FOR Lt )k I
01' THU. Cs \ \II
Accepting For consignment sale: good, clean
working sports/gym
equip, access.

753-4663

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

One and

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12

1

p.m. to 4 p.m.

LARGE 2BR, guie1
neighborhood. Barnth
$675
Court North
pets
No
month
Available 211 07
270-376-2746,
270-841-5653

REDUCED'
renta
EXCELLENT
property or starte
home. 2BR with fenced
in 1/2 acre shaded lot.
$10,500. 753-6012

YOUR tax rOund gets
you in your new
home!" New & preto
models
owned
choose from"
731-584-9429

LARGE 3-4BR loft apt
$435 month: large 1811
apt.. $295 month. Both
located at Bradley
Book Company on
270-293,
campus.
3710, 270-293-460?
LIKE new. 1BR apt. at.
appliances, Brooklyr
Dr.
Available
January. 270-435-4
or leave message.

For sale or rent '96
16X80. on 6/10 acre,
$450/month
rent.
Rosemary Risner 270210-4756

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2811 5340 00
•
3811 $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants'
Office hours 8-2 '
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221

NICE 2 BR. no pets
753-9866
Home Lots For Rent
$110 per month Newe
homes only 492-8488

**OWNER
Financing"
No credit check 3BR
2BA. Lot with barn.
$4,000 down, $595
month. 3632 Olive
Creek Rd, Benton, KY
Marshall
42025
County. 270-753-1011.
ask for Gail.
***OWNER
Financing***
No credit check.
Mobile home and lot.
3BR 2BA, 133 Joseph
Street, Almo, KY
42020 nice and clean.
$4,000 down. $595
month. Calloway
County. 270-753-1011.
ask for Gail
-*OWNER
Financing***
No credit check.
Mobile home and 1
acre lot. 3BR 2BA,
12440 ST RT 94E.
towards lake Murray.
KY nice and clean.
$4.000 down, $595
month. Calloway
County. 270-753-1011,
ask for Gail

2 brand new mobile
homes on lots, movein ready. Almo area.
(1) 16x28 ft. doublewide.(1) 76x16 singlewide. Call (270)
978-0921
99 Champion
Doublevrtde, 3-BR. 2bath in Palmersville
Tenn $21.900
(270)293-1837
NEW models are here'
All 2006 models must
goll Get a great deal on
your new home today"
731-584-9109
Year's
NEW
Celebration ii 38R 28A
SW fireplace, pantry.
dishwasher 8 much
more with payments
under $350 w a c
731.584-4926

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts::
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056

1BR apartment. Small
pets allowed. 753-8221
1BR duplex, C/1-VA, all
appliances furnished
including w/d. $350
month. 402 N 8th 4362731
2-BR, clean. C/H/A,
W&D hook-up, no
pets. references +
deposit, 641 South
492-8634

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today'
753-8668.

2BR apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit, no pets. 7532905

UNFURNISHED 1-BR,
to campus, ideal
for one person, no
pets, available January
3rd 753-5980
close

4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A.
Ask about move-in
free days. Coleman
RE 753-9898
CLOSE TO MSU! Very
nice 2br, includes
water all appliances
lovely covered picnic
area $525/mo 7620991 559-1164
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large. 2BR,
1 5 bath, garage, all
C/H/A.
appliances.
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished 1
pet
small
indoor
allowed 8675 mo
435-4273 or 293-7404

2B11 1BA with attached
garage New kitchen
new bath. $425 per
month No pets. 711
Payne St 270-2933710 or 270-293-4602
2BR house, lease &
deposit required
270-753-4109
2BR lake front property
with deep water dock
$700 month 769-9046,
436-5258

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
*All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

I keriday. January 4, 1II7 • bat

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
*Reach over 1 mlbon
readers with one cart
Contact the classified
deparenent of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more onformation about
placing a 25-word desshed in 70 newspapers for only $250.
BUILDINGS
•Busiding Sale Jan
Feb delivery or deposit
holds bl spring.
25x40x 12 $4800.
40x60x16 $12800.
Front end optional
Rear end included
Many others Pioneer.
1-800-666-5422 or
*vivo pioneersteer corn
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
-Sawmills from only
$2.990 Convert your
logs to valuable lumber
with your own
Norwood portable
band sawmill. Log
siodders also available
www.nonvoodindustries corn. Free
Information 1-800578-1363 ext.300N
FOR RENT
-Find affordable rental
housing on
www.KyRents.org!
Free searching, free
listings Provided by
the Kentucky Housing
Corporation Equal
Housing Opportunity
HELP WANTED
• NBC Open Casting
'
Fortune" Seeking people needing money to
fulfill thee dreams'
Hyatt Regency
Lexington, 401 W High
St., Lexington, KY
17.07- 9am-6prn Visit
witeed nbc corn
•Part-tirne. homebased Internet business. Earn $500$1000/ month or more
Flexible hours. Training
provided. No investment required. FREE
details. www.K348.com

2EIR, stove refrigerator,
dishwasher,
washer/dryer hook-up,
C/H/A. $550 month, 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit. No pets.
753-2259 or 527-8174
3 BR, 2 Bath, fenced
yard in quiet neighborhood in town Stove,
refngerator, washer.
dryer, new paint & carpet, 5 minutes to
University, lease, references, deposit, $675
mo 293-1238
Rent to Own!38R, 2BA
month
per
$550
Appliances included
761-HOME

*Start your new yeer
with•new contort Be
a seise representative
for one of the most
acNertieed companies
on TV. Paid for each
completed appointment- sale or no sate,
Plus Commissions, 1215 pre-set confirmed
appointments each
week. Realistic $500S1200 per week plus
$2000 incentive program Gas allowance
program Health plan
bonus program Fulltime Must have a vehicle and a valid dnvers
license Call 877-3924980 today'
INSTRUCTIONAL
•Asiones are HiringTrain for high paying
Aviation Maintenance
Career. FM approved
program. Financial aid
if qualified- Job placement assistance CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance (888)3495387
-Attend College Online
from home 'Medical.
'Business. 'Paralegal,
'Computers, 'Cnminal
Justice. Job placement
assistance Computer
provided. Financial aid
if qualified. Call 866858-2121
www.OnlineTidewaterT
ech.corn
MEDICAL
•New power wheelchairs, scooters
Absolutely no cost to
you Call toll free 1800-850-6145
SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
•Gun Show: Jan 6-7,
Sat. 9-5, Sun. 9-4
Lexington. Heritage
Hall at Lexington
Center 430 Vine St.
Info: (563)927-8176,
www.kennywoodsgun-

show.com
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
se1 Truck Driving
School Training for
Swift & Werner.
Dedicated runs available Starting salary
$50,000+ home weekends' —Also hiring
experienced drivers1 -800-883-0171 A-50
<Inver- $5K sign-on
bonus for experienced
teams, temp control.
dedicated (guaranteed
miles) Regional (home
weekly). Solos, Teams,
COL-A Grads, UP,
0/0s. Covenant
(866)684-2519. EOE.
*Driver: Don't just start
your career, Start it
right! Company sponsored CDL Training in
3 weeks. Must be 21.
Have CDL? Tuition
reimbursement! CRST_
800-553-2778.

Roommates wanted. 2
slots available. Only
$200 per month! No
pets. Close to campus.
761-HOME

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

GOATS for sale.
15 Boer does, 8 mo.
old, $100 each. Two
are solid red, 437-4714
or 293-6359

Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

E

rkel Prop. For Reit

OFFICE or retail space
available 700 to 1,400
scl f1 400 N 4th St
Call Shroat Developer
753-3018
OFFICE or retail space
available. Pnme location, 753-2905,
293-1480

AKC German Short
Hair Pointer. 3 yr old
female, $50_ Brown
leather Barrel saddle
$190. 978-0623

<Myer- Knight
Transportation- Give
yourself the #1 Xmas
Trucking gift of the
year! The best driving
gib in the US!'05 to 07
trucks- Trans-Flow
daily pay. Steady miles'
$750-$1000 week to
stall Xmas off' Call
Joyce or Travis. 888346-4639 Owner
Operators 800-437
5907
*Driver: Owner
Operators ONLY:
Regional freight from
Louisville $1.21pen
average' Home often &
weekends. Plates
available. NOT forced
dispatch. Call Max at
T&TI 1-800-511-0082
•Orivers. ASAP' 3643cpm/ $1 20pm « sign
on bonus $0 lease
NEW trucks CDL-A « 3
mos OTR 800-6358669

Al) Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discnmination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis.'

Haley Professional
Appraising
"for what it's worth"
(270)759-4218

1909F150 4.91.5
speed, duel fuel tanks.
XLT, whole exterior. red
nienor, ACES.
balausse. bedews.
$2,160 270-782-9959
liners

ESTATE Sake
2000 Buick La Sabre
LTD. fury loaded, 98k,
$6,000 080, pertect.
new tints, brakes, aftic
489-2550

97 Camry.
Around 140K
miles, 6 cyl.,
leather,
loaded, $6,500.

293-5001
1987 Buick Grand
National (Turbo) nice
one 13,000
(2701354-9775

'96
Dodge
Grand
Caravan ES. Loaded,
high miles, but runs &
cinves great $2,600
080. 762-9060

2003 War Eagle hunt
ingrldhing boat 270705-0567

NiLecand
YOUR AD
COULD DE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 75 3•1911,
293-4954, Affordable
Home Repair Sagging
to leaking roofs
We do it all Call Greg
Collins
436-2867 Lamb s
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured
436.5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156

aftme

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
Mai. -I

Lieerui & hiered
•Reddield
•Cameemaid
•Riimedd
Cag Dale Abate
(2782934192
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel
while rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs
additions,
roofing
decks, floor repair &
covenngs siding
— FREE ESTIMATES'
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
Icrobertson wk net

THE Wurtlly Ledger &
Trees considers Ile
sources maga* but
neccureaes do owns
Residers using Ms
inlonnenon do so at
the, own risk Allhoust
persons and comps
rase mentioned homer
we beloved to be rep
utable The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of es ensoloyess
accept any neeponetel
ay ithatecover tor their
aceinees

I.

271i-227-141hDIU HANDYMAN
Pie odd sobs
We do
you don't have ame
for.
Penang. sang. roots
clacks_
293-6438

JOE'S JOBS

Doan Electrical
Services

Dem
!odd
767-0431 • 350-0954
FUTREU.'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839

G&T Hontebuilders
oer
atilows
i hints, NM Intoft
Num Visais, Iboll

ITCHILL
ROOI - Ti CH
• Comm. Res.
• Winter Repairs
• Free Estimates
• Licensed Insured

FREE Single bed, has
bur* bed Inane. only
10ePer bunk is womb*
Cell 756-4264

270-217-8987

WILL PICK UP
Most scrap rrsowers

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of

beers. weetters
dryers, end metal
dem ler lea Wm

Murray Ledger &
Times

270-227-2864

First Come
First Serve

Check us out on the Web! —I

Please
No Phone Calls

•Dnvers Wanted
Online Transport
Starting pay 38- 40
CPM. Home weekends. Excellent benefits. lyr OTR & COL-A
Req. Cat Kathi 866543-1234 ext.138 apply
O WWW
port corn
COM
-No Experience- No
Job?" No problem'
COL Training- Job
Placement $740-$940
wk. No money down_
Lodging, meals, transportation Firring in your
area today' 1-877-5543800
•Our top dnver made
$67,160 in 2006 running our Ohio region
How well would you
do? Home most weekends' 401K1 Blue
Cross/ Blue Shield! 1
year OTR experience
required Heartland
Express 1-800-4414953 www hearttandexpress corn

r

ilifOis Feriae

5 acre lot for sale 1
mile west from the
Murray Country
Club, 402.03 ft. of
road frontage.
270-293-0371

Calloway Owner
financing. 489-2116,
leave message.
10-15 acres good
building site, West of
Murray 293-5215 or
435-4738
35 Acres w/ 1(2 mile of
rd front, on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346.87
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake
Call 753-1323 ext. 120
for details

50 Acres
Lyn Greve
485 ft. reed treatise
tit!'Ilm*
395 Lawrence
753-9132
753-6611

Ituililiiii I'
.t,
.189-24s41

198 Browns Grove
Road, Lynn Grove,
2BR/1BA, new CH/A.
all appliances. W/D.
storage building, many
upgrades. priced $70s
(270)293-2664
FSBO
4 BR. 2.5 Bath
1553 Oxford Or
293-4183 759-1506

I \I \l I 1 )1 \ II
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DOG Obedience.
436-2858.

96 Chevy Vorlech 360
motor & tranamesureon
& misc. parts 2933108

•Dnvers- Kentucky
Dnvers earn $60.000+
Dedicated Regional
home weekly and
weekendsl Class-A
CDL + 1 year OTR
Experience required
800-400-1271

[
MA
"
.
1 to 300 acres. West
2005 Ag Rain. 1240
feet 3 inch hose. 3822786, 205-1162

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

•Onver Flatbed Small
Company, Dicl pay.
Starting up to 46 CPM
Guaranteed hoinservie.
three weeks vacation,
lease purchase,
BOSS,6 months experience required. 800441-4271 ext. Ky-100

ask for Kristin

Photo wended

EXHIBITING COMPASSION: Murray Middle School students are encouraged to exhibit good character traits and eaci'
month students work on a different character word. Compassion was the word students worked on dunng the month ot
December. Teachers turn in the name of the student in their classroom they feel shows the most compassion Pictured
above, from left, are: (front row) Sydney Vogt; Hanna Henderson; Jordan Nagy; Bailey Kennedy, Allyson Mathis: Heatherly
Paschall;(second row) Megan Shoulberg; Ashlee Edminster; Emily Brewer; Elizabeth Dunn; (third row) Andy Fraher: Ashley
Hathcock; Benecia Curry; Tiya Muuka; Knsten McNutt; Lindsey Capps; Nerasha Payne; Shelby Stallins. (back row) Willie
Richardson; John Crane; Hanna Miller; Andrew Cole; Kathryn Fonest; Elizabeth Dawson: Austin Blakely, Not pictured was.
Hannah Williams.

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Friday, Jan.5, 2007:
You might be surprised by what
this birthday year drops on your
plate. You will gain fiapcially
from an innate talent or ability.
You also might choose to
indulge yourself slightly more
often. You deserve it. You will
focus on your daily life, work
and improving the quality of
your life. You are in the last year
of an
-year cycle. You will
want to complete rather than initiate new projects. If you are single, someone you pick this year
might help you grow, but it
might be a difficult bond. Be
aware of the type of person you
are choosing. If you are
attached, your relationship will
bloom in privacy. Frequently.
make time for the two of you.
LEO pushes you hard.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult

ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
**** Anyone who tries to hold
you back will find out what the
true nature of the Ram is. An
awkwardness develops, which
might be unavoidable right now
Life feels slightly askew. Don't
analyze; simply flow with what is
Tonight: Let your hair down.
goodbye. pressure.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
it** Someone is so there for
you that you might be startled
Good feelings evolve into
greater security. With this person, you walk on solid ground
Many events and people could
be testing
your
patience
Tonight. Time to retreat.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Share with others and
discuss what might be going on
You might be surpnsed by how
many different interpretations of
the same event you'll get Yoi,
might not be quite as sure of
yourself as you have been in the
past. Tonight' It's Friday night,
act like it!
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
*** You treat someone very
well The problem might be that
this person has the expectation
that you will continue to do that
endlessly. A discussion about

By Jaceellae Bigar
what is realistic might be long
overdue. Don't be afraid of being
honest. Tonight: Remember, fun
doesn't have to cost.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** The Moon in your sign
energizes you and draws many
admirers. Yes, you are magnetic.
You might be overwhelmed by
what is going on with others.
Right now, getting everyone on
the same page might be impossible, so just enjoy where others
are. Tonight. What would make
you happy?
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Take your time making a
decision. You will discover that
there are many ways of looking
at this specific issue. Extremes
hit out of the blue. Honor your
need to do more for others. You
discover how much better you
will feel as a result. Tonight: Just
for you.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Aim for more of what you
want from others. You could be
surpnsed by what happens if you
don't try to guide the end results.
It would be futile and frustrating
anyway. Tonight: Where the
gang is.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Conflict arises just by
being yourself. Don't try to buck
trends, but attempt to pull yourself out of a problem. The less
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involved you are, the better off
you will be. Everyone seems
very strong-willed. Let it be.
Tonight: Check in on an older relative.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You certainly put your
best foot forward, though others
might have a difficult time seeing
that fact. Detach, and you will
understand some of the discomfort that others are going
through. Screen calls if need be
Tonight: Take off ASAP.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Others find your insight
helpful. Work with an associate
and partner to make a muchdesired goal a reality. You could
be delighted by the end results
The path might not be easy, but

it's worthwhile Tonight t
someone else make the call
AQUARIUS(Jan. 213-Feb. 18)
**** Others might challenge
you, but know that you are
among friends, even if you have
difficulty figuring out what is
going on Not everyone is easy
going including you Keep your
eye on long-term goals Tonight
Let someone else make the call
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Focus on accomplishment. Don't allow your intellect
or imagination to get involve('
with the shenanigans arounc
you. Yes, you might understand
more than others realize but
nght now you cannot help anyone Tonight What would make
you feel good"

1.Nada
LPN
Cosmetics Artist
l.d
211 Maple 4M Liri:1). Kentucky 4b71
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ED
NOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION

Have you had an increase in payment?
Are you currently on an adjustable rate mortage
See what refinancing with one ofour lowfixed
rates can dofor you.
Some iestin.bons may &pith
Now Serving Tennessee
Ida Patrick • Deborah Moreland • Keeia Hobbs/ • Richard Reed
a 408 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY eatirt • 270-733-7665

View Out-

Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.c-ont
Commission Rate

When Selling Your Home'

1-800-363-4720
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lookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Char-

lie Grogan lining up a shot with
the table bndge during a game
of eight-ball at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Center. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a girl
to Jennifer and James Day, Dec.
29, a boy to Allison and Mark
Ptlaum and a girl to Katherine
and Michael Stevenson. Dec. 30;
a girl to Angela and Jeffrey
Overby. Dec. 31.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 50-41 over Erlanger
Lloyd at the Famous Recipe Basketball Classic at Fort Thomas.
David Greene was high scorer
for the Lakers.

20 years ago
Published is a picture of Cindy
Herndon. secretary for Calloway
County Schools, administering the
oath of office to new members
of the Calloway County Board
of Education. They are Jim Kelly,
replacing Jerry (Red) Overbey,
and Walter Byars, reelected in
the November election. Ferrell
Miller is chairman and Robert
McDaniel is assistant chairman
of the board.
Staff Sgt. Jeffrey Wayne
Bearsby has returned from a threeyear tour of duty with the Air
Fore in East Berlin and is now
stationed at Lackland Air Force
Base, San Antonio, Texas.
Births reported include a boy
to Kimberly and James Fristal.
a boy to Pamela and Stephen Reed
and a girl to Donna John Geam.
Jan. 1.

30 years ago
Published is a picture of Melissa Easley and M.H. Ryan, both
elected as members of the Murray Independent Board of Education, being administered the

oat of office by Sheila Shaw,
treasurer of the board. The photo
was by Staff Photographer David
Hill.
Elected as new officers of
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and

Accepted Masons were B.K. Farley, Jimmy Bucy, Walter King.
Ila Douglass, Charles Jackson.
David Morris. Donnie Newberry. Richard Henninger, Roy Harmon, Howard McNeely. Dee
Lamb and Joe Pat Farley.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Norwood
will be married 50 years Jan.
9.

40 years ago
Seaman Richard V. Farrell has
graduated from nine weeks of
United States Navy basic training at the Naval Training Center, Great Lakes, III. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard W.
Farrell of Murray.
In high school basketball
games University School Colts
lost 61-43 to St. Mary's Vikings
with Charles Buckner high scorer for the Colts; Calloway County Lakers won 55-53 over Fulton County with Stan Key high
scorer for the Lakers.
Mr. and Mrs. W.G. Parrish
were married 50 years Dec. 29.

50 years ago
Murray State College Racers
won 98-68 over Middle Tennessee
Raiders in a basketball game at
Murfreesboro. Tenn. Gerald
Tabers was high scorer for the
Racers.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Thweatt,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Shipworth and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Preston Copeland.
Mrs. Rondall Burt opened her
home for the December meeting of the Lynn Grove Homemakers Club.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Vets suffering from stress
can find the help they need
DEAR ABBY: Although I
am not a mental health professional. I am concerned for
the welfare of •Stressed in
Pennsylvania' (Nov. 22), who
is suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder due to his
tour of duty in Iraq.
As a current commander of
troops and a
two-time
returnee
from "down
range,"
take caring
for soldiers
Dear Abby seriously.
and I would
opine that
By Abigail
the writer's
Van Buren
healing
process has already begun. It
began as soon as the soldier
acknowledged he had demons
he could not deal with.

Regardless of a soldier's
location in the continental United States, the Veterans Administration has a steady stream
of counselors available for any
soldier -- past and present -dealing with the aftermath of
his experience in Iraq. In addition, depending on his location and current status (active
duty, primarily), he can go to
any base and seek assistance
through the Community Mental Health Agency. Within that
office he will find a host of
professionals ready and able
to assist him with the symptoms associated with PTSD
(post-traumatic stress disorder).

TodaidnIlistory
By The Associated Press

Today is Thursday, Jan. 4, the
fourth day of 2007. There are 361
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 4. 1965, President Lyndon Johnson outlined the goals
of his "Great Society" in his State
of the Union Address.
On this date:
In 1821. the first native-born
American saint. Elizabeth Ann
Seton, died in Enunitsburg. Md.
In 1896. Utah was admitted

as the 45th state.
In 1904, the Supreme Court
ruled that Puerto Ricans were not
aliens and could enter the United States freely; however, the court
stopped shon of declaring them
U.S. citizens.
In 1948, Burma became independent of British rule.
In 1951, during the Korean
conflict, North Korean and Communist Chinese forces captured
the city of Seoul.
In 1960, French author Albert

Camus died in an automobile accident at age 46.
In 1974. President Nixon
refused to hand over tape recordings and documents subpoenaed
by the Senate Watergate Committee.
In 1987, 16 people were killed
when an Amtrak train bound from
Washington to Boston collided with
Conrail locomotives that had
crossed into its path from a side
track in Chase, Md.
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Soldiers serving in Iraq and
Afghanistan are witnessing and
taking part in some horrific
situations. Many of those incidents are unlike any war in
which our forces have ever been
involved. PTSD cannot be
taken lightly, and many people throughout our nation do
not, nor should they. understand all of the underlying
implications associated with the
ailment. It's a condition that
should be addressed immediately, though, depending on
the seventy of the situation.
To the writer of that letter:
Good luck, Godspeed, and
thank you to all of my sisters and brothers in uniform
for your service to our nation.
-- CONCERNED MEDICAL
SERVICES CAPTAIN
CONCERNED:
DEAR
Thank you for your helpful
letter. For any other veterans
who are reading this column
and are perhaps in need of assistance, I am offering a reference you can use to begin
your quest for support:
www.ncptsd.va.gov.
The Department of Veterans Affairs has launched this
Web site for the National Center for Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder, a special center within Veterans Affairs. The cen-

ter is designed to advance the
clinical care and social welfare of America's veterans
through research, education and
training in the science, diagnosis and treatment of PTSD
and stress-related disorders.
The Web site is proiaded
as an educational resource
regarding PTSD and other
enduring consequences of traumatic stress, for a variety of
audiences, but does not replace
face-to-face interaction with a
clinical practitioner. If someone is in need of assistance
for problems related to his or
her experience in combat, lic
or she should seek help immediately. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I'm a Vietnam vet who also has posttraumatic stress. "Stressed"
should go to a veterans hospital, veterans center, or contact a veterans service officerthrough his county. Counseling is available on a one-tdone basis or group therapy.
I take two or three vets
each month to assist them in
getting the services and help
they need. These are veterans
of all ages. branches of the serv-
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I ALSO VISUALIZE THE STEAMING
HOT C.I000LVI I POURED INTO
MY SOOTS
•CS,
A FEW
MINUTES AGO "

FOR EXAMPLE, I TRY TO VISUALIZE
, MYSELF IN A WiWOCK ON A WARM,
; TROPICAL •

ice and all wars/conflicts. The
best way to resolve these service-related issues is to talk
with someone else who has
experienced the same problems.
Help is out there. "Stressed in
Pennsylvania" can also look
in the Yellow Pages of his
phone book. -- VIETNAM
VET, PITTSBURG, CALIF.
•••

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips.
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'Concierge doctoring'
wave of the future?
DEAR DR. GOTI: I am
writing about your recent
response about "concierge doctoring." In your response, you
suggested that limiting the number of patients seen and charging those patients a fixed fee
is driven by
the desire of
some docfor
tors
greater
reimburseto
ment
compensate
for
them
interference
Dr. Gott in their profession.
By
Dr. Peter Gott neighbor
recently
signed up for just such an
arrangement, enthusiastically.
She had found, as have lots
of other patients, that many doctors today are doing just the
opposite of concierge doctoring. To satisfy their compensation requirements (or perhaps to meet some quota
imposed on them by HMOs
or PPOs), they are cramming
as many patients as possible
into their schedules. This results
in rushed visits, limited time
for patient questions (let alone
in-depth discussion), delays in
being seen and so on.
The current process leaves
many patients (and their doctors) frustrated. Concierge doctoring offers a solution for
both doctors and patients. It
provides the luxury of time,
accessibility and thoroughness.
The doctor does not necessarily make more money than if
he or she were seeing many
more patients in the same
amount of time, but can prac-

Bee medicine at a less frantic
pace. The patient does incur
additional costs, because he or
she pays a fixed fee plus the
normal charges for specific
services provided. However,
patients who elect for this medical relationship believe they
get better "doctoring" and are
willing to pay for it.
Based on my limited experience, I sec concierge doctoring as patient-driven as much
as it is doctor-driven.
DEAR READER: I am publishing your articulate letter
because it addresses a new
phenomenon that I believe
should be reviewed: concierge
doctoring. I'll withhold my
opinion until I receive more
input from readers.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I want
to help the lady who has facial
hair. I had this problem and
corrected it with a product
called Hair Block, which I got
from Cosmetic Lab Sales. It
is a roll-on and, if used as
directed, it removes the hair
gently, and the hair stays off
for four or five weeks. AI,
long as hers seems to be, she
should probably leave it on
for 15 minutes and rinse with
warm water and then cold. I
then use an alcohol-free freshener followed by Oil of Olay
moisturizer. Do not scrub the
face with a washcloth afterward. It is a wonderful product, it is safe, and it costs
only $7.99 for a roll-on that
lasts for months.
DEAR READER: Thanks
for the tip. I was not aware
of this product, but it certainly sounds like a reasonable
(and cheap) solution for the
problem of facial hair on
women.
4

ContractBridge
Upping the Percentages
what irregular finesse makes the contract. You eventually score four club
tricks, two spades,two diamonds and
NORTH
a heart.
•7 5 4 3
But if you lead a club to the king
Q92
at trick two, instead of playing the
* A964
ten. you are almost sure to finish
•K 10
down one
EAST
WEST
The advantage of playing the ten
•J6
•Q10.82
from dummy is that you make (Our
V1 10 8 5 4
V A63
club tricks not only when the suit is
111
•Q 10 5 2
divided 3-3, but also when the suit is
•Q 8 7 2
416
divided 4-2 and West started with the
SOUTH
Q-x, J-x or Q-J-x-x.
•A K 9
These possibilities cannot be
K7
lightly brushed aside thus, if you
•K 7 3
played only for the clubs to be
+A 9 5 4 3
by cashing the K-A
divided 3-3
The bidding'
and continuing with a third club —
East
North
Nest
South
YOU would have only a 36 percent
Pass
2 \T
Pass
I NT
chance of finding the suit evenly
3 NT
disidcd.
Opening lead -- two of spades.
But if you play the ten from
dummy at trick two, your chances
Assume you're in three notrump
and West leads a spade. You win improve to about 58 percent because
East's jack with the ace, and the of the possibility of finding West
with either a doubleton honor or both
problem is what to do next.
Actually, there's only one correct honors.
In essence, the outcome of the
way to pmceed, and, if you find it,
you get home sale and sound. You hand rests on whether or not you
lead a low club at trick two and, after make four club tricks, and leading to
West follows loss, play the ten from the ten at trick two offers by far the
dummy. As the cards lie, this some- best chance of achieving that goal.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

South dealer.
Neither side ‘ulnerable.
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some PEOPLE DO NAVE

LIZ HAS SOME LEFTOVER
HOLI DAY FUDGE SHE'S
BRINGING OVER

II

LEFTOVER FUDGE
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CONCEPT...
NCEPT...

•

1 Crack filler
6 Hamburger
extra
11 Workshop tool
13 Floodgate
14 Lb fraction
15 In favor of
16 Layer
17 Symbol
for tellunum
18 Weep
20 Port near
Hong Kong
22 Gob
of bubblegum
23 Long hike
25 Avg size
26 Processes
cotton
27 Iceberg sites
29 Time of the
mammals
31 Hearty laugh
33 Sci-fi Doctor
34 Downgrades
37 Gouda cousin
40 Far East land

Cargo unit
Poetic twilights
Big bird
Map source
Inventor
- Whitney
49 News agcy
50 Olive yield
51 Hostel
53 Windy City train
54 Float locale
56 Piece of jewelry
58 Nab
59 Officious

41
43
45
46
48

DOWN
1 Seance invitee
2 Barbers
implements
3 Cosmic sound
4 Foul-ball caller
5 Semester
6 Ersatz butter
7 Cell habitant
8 Numerals on
some clocks
9 Fuel rating
10 Has to have

Area

'

REANUTSof-03
YOUR GRANDFATHER WA5
AMAZING. HE KEPT A DIARY
ALL TWE TIME ME WA.5 IN
THE BIRD CAGE...
r

.4(3

'MONDAY 1 MATE IT IN
MERE!"
TUESDAY T MATE IT
IN WERE
.1 MATE
IT IN
'WE°4EN5QAEREY'

NO, I
(
'
PONT
TWINK ME
LIKED IT
TFRE.
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Answer to Previous Puz;de

*1

690 USMN

subscribe
to the *

@MUM WOM MOM
OMAN
BOUM
OMUMMM
000012 MU U00
MUWU BM0 WUMIN
MEM MOD MAMMA
WOOUWO
UUHUU POMO
BOOM MMU UM@M
OMPU MB DOM
OMUO DUO ODOM
12 Walk without
purpose or
direction
13 Eclipse phenomenon
19 Hai y insect
10

MEM
=MEM
MM.= MOM=
MEM MOM AM=
Mild AMR=
ME MINI
MAMMA MOW
NMI MEd MIME
MUM MINIM NM
ER MO Mild MO
MEM= MEM=
AMMO
MI=

21 Third letter
22 Finish first
24 Bout windups
26 Rock shop
curiosity
28 Have dinner
30 Emesto
Guevera
32 11 lets oft
steam
34 Hong Kong
dwelling
35 Costello or
Gehng
36 Musical note
38 St
39 Brawls
40 Spnngs up
42 Claw or talon
44 Like nver bottoms
46 Staffer
47 Type
of appeal
50 Boathouse
gear
52 Drill sgt
55 Egyptian sun
god
57 Midwest st

*
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